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LOCALIZATION IN THE DISORDERED HOLSTEIN MODEL
RAJINDER MAVI AND JEFFREY SCHENKER
Abstract. The Holstein model describes the motion of a tight-binding tracer particle
interacting with a field of quantum harmonic oscillators. We consider this model with an
on-site random potential. Provided the hopping amplitude for the particle is small, we
prove localization for matrix elements of the resolvent, in particle position and in the field
Fock space. These bounds imply a form of dynamical localization for the particle position
that leaves open the possibility of resonant tunneling in Fock space between equivalent field
configurations.
1. Introduction
In this paper we study the phenomenon of localization for a single particle in a disordered
environment interacting with a field of quantum oscillators. The main result derived here is
that a version of Anderson localization, suitably defined, holds for low lying energy states of
the model. More precisely, for a given energy E, if the particle hopping amplitude is less than
an energy dependent positive threshold, then the Green’s function of the system Hamiltonian
at an energy below E decays exponentially off the diagonal with respect to particle position
and in a particular basis of the quantum oscillator Fock space. As a consequence of this
estimate, we obtain a dynamical localization bound for the particle position. However, we
do not obtain, and do not expect, complete localization of the oscillator excitations.
Localization was initially proposed [6] and studied in single particle models —see [14] for
a summary of the physics literature. There is a large body of rigorous results on single
particle localization in the mathematics literature —the review [10] and recent book [5]
provide overviews of complementary approaches to the subject. In recent years, the proposed
phenomenon of many body localization has been vigorously discussed in the physics literature
—see for example [7, 18, 17]. Despite the intense interest, there have been only a few attempts
at rigorous results on the subject. Notable efforts are Imbrie’s result on disordered spin chains
[12], a recent paper [15] of Mastropietro on a quasi-periodic model, and a number of papers
that use single particle results to derive consequences for integrable models, see [1] and
references therein. There is an older mathematical literature on the n-particle regime [4, 9],
which focused on localization in systems of finitely many particles in an arbitrarily large
volume. More recently, localization of the many body “droplet spectrum” of the attractive
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XXZ spin chain, and related models, was proved independently by two groups [8, 11]. These
results present localization in a genuine many body context, although only in one dimension
and in a regime of zero energy density. The present work demonstrates localization in a
many body system without particle number conservation, in arbitrary dimension, but also
in the regime of zero energy density. Our main interest is in obtaining localization bounds
that extend to Fock space, a proposed characteristic of many body localization [7] .
We study a particle confined to a given region Λ Ă ZD. In formulating certain arguments,
we may restrict the set Λ to be finite. However the estimates obtained do not depend on
the size of Λ, and when suitably formulated extend a posteriori to infinite volumes. Let
hΛ “ ℓ2pΛq denote the Hilbert space for a particle in Λ. The oscillator Hilbert space is
the Bosonic Fock space over ℓ2pΛq, denoted here FΛ. The Hilbert space for the combined
particle/oscillator system is HΛ :“ hΛ b FΛ, which we represent as
(1.1) HΛ “
#
ψ : ΛÑ FΛ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ÿ
xPΛ
}ψpxq}2 ă 8
+
“ ℓ2pΛ;FΛq.
We study the disordered Holstein Hamiltonian on HΛ:
(1.2) HΛpγq :“ HpHolqΛ ` VΛ
where VΛ is an onsite random potential,
(1.3) VΛψpxq “ vxψpxq,
and H
pHolq
Λ is the Holstein Hamiltonian, which describes a tight-binding particle interacting
with independent harmonic oscillators at each site of the lattice. Here
(1) tvxuxPΛ is a family of independent, identically distributed random variables, whose
common distribution ρpvqdv has a bounded density ρ supported on IV “ r0, V`s, and
(2) the Holstein Hamiltonian is the following operator on HΛ:
(1.4) H
pHolq
Λ “ γ∆Λ ´ pαb:X ` α˚bXq ` ω
ÿ
xPΛ
b:xbx `
|α|2
ω
,
where γ, ω are non-negative parameters, α P C, and
(a) ∆Λ denotes the discrete Laplacian
(1.5) ∆Λψpxq “
ÿ
x„y
yPΛ
ψpxq ´ ψpyq,
where x „ y indicates that }x´ y} “ 1;
(b) bx is the annihilation operator for an oscillator excitation at x, that is the oper-
ators
 
bx, b
:
x
(
xPΛ satisfy the canonical commutation relations,
(1.6) rbx, bys “ 0,
“
bx, b
:
y
‰ “ δx,y ;
and
(c) the operator bX denotes the annihilation operator at the particle position:
(1.7) bXψpxq “ bxψpxq.
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One may expect, by analogy with the Anderson model, that disorder will inhibit propa-
gation of the particle. However, this does not follow directly from results on the Anderson
model, because the particle may exchange energy with the oscillator system. Nonetheless,
this expectation is borne out by the results on dynamical localization derived below. Be-
fore proceeding, we formulate a simple version of these results which may be stated without
introducing various technical definitions.
Theorem 1.1. Fix E ą 0 and let Pr0,EqpHΛpγqq denote the spectral projection for HΛpγq
onto states with energies below E. Let Φ0;Λ P FΛ denote the vacuum state, i.e.,
(1.8)
ÿ
xPΛ
b:xbxΦ0;Λ “ 0.
For any µ ą 0, there is γ0pE, µq such that if γ ă γ0pE, µq then there is C ă 8 so that
(1.9) E
ˆ
sup
tPR
ˇˇ@
δx b Φ0;Λ, e´itHΛpγqPr0,EqpHΛpγqqδy b Φ0;Λ
Dˇˇ˙ ă Ce´µ}x´y},
for any Λ Ă Zd and any x, y P Λ. Here }x´ y} denotes the graph distance between x and y
and E denotes expectation with respect to the randomness.
Thm. 1.1 is an easy consequence of Thm. 1.6 below. Our main result is Theorem 1.4,
which is an exponential clustering bound on the matrix elements of pHΛpγq ´ zq´1 in the
orthonormal basis of eigenfunctions for HΛp0q, with γ “ 0. To formulate the result, it is
useful to decompose HΛpγq as follows:
(1.10) HΛpγq “ γ∆Λ `HΛp0q
where
(1.11) HΛp0q “ ωHpphqΛ ` VΛ,
and
(1.12) H
pphq
Λ “
ÿ
xPΛ
b:xbx ´
ˆ
α
ω
b
:
X `
α˚
ω
bX
˙
` |α|
2
ω2
.
To state Theorem 1.4, we must first describe the explicit orthonormal eigenbasis for HΛp0q,
indexed by particle position and oscillator excitation numbers.
1.1. Description of HΛpγq in the eigenbasis for HΛp0q. The two operators which sum
in eq. (1.11) to define HΛp0q commute with one another. The “phonon” operator HpphqΛ can
be written as follows:
(1.13) H
pphq
Λ “
ÿ
xPΛ
a:xax
with
(1.14) ax “ bx ´ βIrX “ xs, β “ α
ω
.
Note that the family ta:x, axuxPΛ satisfies the canonical commutation relations, however these
operators do not commute with the particle kinetic energy ∆Λ.
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A single harmonic oscillator has a Hilbert space spanned by states t|m〉u8m“0 with Hamil-
tonian b:b |m〉 “ m |m〉, “b:, b‰ “ 1. Recall that
(1.15) pb: ´ β˚qpb´ βqDpβq|my “ Dpβqpb:bq|my “ mDpβq|my
where Dpβq is the unitary Glauber displacement operator [?],
(1.16) Dpβq “ eβb:´β˚b “ e´ 12 |β|2eβb:e´β˚b.
Since Dpβq is unitary, řξ |〈ξ|Dpβq |m〉|2 “ 1. We derive in Appendix B the following bound
on matrix elements of Dpβq.
Proposition 1.2. Let β P C. For any µ ą 0 and 0 ă p ď 2 there is Cµ,β,p ă 8 such that
(1.17)
8ÿ
m“0
eµ|
?
n´?m| |〈m|Dpβq |n〉|p ă Cµ,β,p pn _ 1q
1
2
´ p
4 .
In particular,
(1.18) |〈m|Dpβq |n〉| ď Aµ,β e´µ|
?
n´?m|,
with Aµ,β ă 8.
Remark 1.3. Here and throughout we use the notation n _ m “ maxpn,mq. Similarly,
n^m “ minpn,mq.
We can now write down an eigenbasis for HΛp0q. Let
(1.19) MΛ :“
#
m
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ m : ΛÑ t0, 1, 2, . . .u andÿ
xPΛ
mpxq ă 8
+
.
The condition
ř
xmpxq ă 8 is equivalent to the condition “mpxq “ 0 for all but finitely
many x,” which is automatic for Λ finite. Given m PMΛ let
(1.20) |m〉 :“
ź
x : mpxq‰0
1a
mpxq!
`
b:x
˘mpxq |0〉 ,
where |0〉 is the vacuum vector in FΛ. The set t|m〉 | m PMΛu is basis for the oscillator
Fock space FΛ. Given x P Λ and m : ΛÑ N, let
(1.21) Dxpβq |m〉 :“ eβb
:
x´β˚bx |m〉
and
(1.22) |x,m〉 :“ |x〉bDxpβq |m〉 .
Thus for m ‰ 0, we have
(1.23) |x,m〉 “
ź
uPΛ
pa:uqmpuqa
mpuq! |x, 0〉 ,
where the product is, in fact, finite since all but finitely many terms are the identity.
The vectors defined in eq. (1.22) are eigenstates of HΛp0q, with corresponding eigenvalues
(1.24) HΛp0q |x,m〉 “ pωNΛpmq ` vxq |x,m〉
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where
(1.25) NΛpmq “
ÿ
xPΛ
mpxq.
Furthermore the collection of eigenstates
(1.26) EΛ “ t|x,m〉 | x P Λ, m PMΛu
is an orthonormal basis for HΛ. Thus the spectrum of HΛp0q is
σpHΛp0qq “ tvx ` ωk | x P Λ and k P Nu Ă
8ď
k“0
rωk, ωk ` V`s.
For finite Λ, the spectrum is a random, countable set, consisting of |Λ|k points in each interval
rωk, ωk ` V`s. For infinite Λ, it is equal to
Ť8
k“0rωk ` ess-sup ρs, with probability one.
The kinetic energy operator ∆Λ is not diagonal in the basis EΛ, but has the explicit matrix
elements
(1.27) 〈x,m|∆Λ |y, ξ〉 “ Ky,ξx,m1x,yPΛ,
where
Ky,ξx,m :“ 2D1x“y 〈m|ξ〉´ 1x„y 〈m|DxpβqDypβq |ξ〉
(1.28)
“
$’&’%
2D if x “ y and m “ ξ,
xmpxq|Dp´βq|ξpxqyxmpyq|Dpβq|ξpyqy if x „ y and mpuq “ ξpuq for u ‰ x, y,
0 otherwise.
As Dpβq is a unitary operator, we have řm |Ky,ξx,m|2 “ 2D1x“y ´ 1}x´y}“1. In particular,
0 ď ∆Λ ď 4D, which also follows from the fact that ∆Λ is the same as r∆Λ b 1 acting on the
tensor product hΛ b FΛ where r∆Λ is the usual discrete Laplacian on hΛ. Let
(1.29) Ik “ rωk, ωk ` V` ` 4Dγs.
Then the spectrum of HΛpγq is contained in Σ “
Ť8
k“0 Ik.
1.2. Localization. We characterize localization in terms of the amplitude of the Green’s
function,
(1.30) GΛpx,m; y, ξ; zq :“ 〈x,m| pHΛpγq ´ zq´1 |y, ξ〉 ,
for |x,m〉 , |y, ξ〉 P EΛ. Localization is signified by exponential decay of GΛpx,m; y, ξ; zq in
a suitable metric on EΛ, which we now specify.
Let }x´ y} denote the graph metric on Λ, i.e.,
(1.31) }x´ y} :“ length of the shortest lattice path from x to y “
Dÿ
i“1
|xi ´ yi|.
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Let Rm|ξpxq be the radius of the smallest ball centered at x containing all sites wherem ą 0
and not-equal to ξ, i.e.,
(1.32) Rm|ξpxq :“ max t}u´ x} | mpuq ą 0;mpuq ‰ ξpuqu ,
with the convention that the maximum over the empty set is 0. We define the following
function on E2Λ,
(1.33) ΥΛpx,m; y, ξq :“ max
 }x´ y}, Rm|ξpxq, Rξ|mpyq( .
In Prop. 2.1 below, we show that ΥΛ is a pseudo-metric
1 on EΛ and that ΥΛpx,m; y, ξq “ 0
if and only if x “ y and mpx1q “ ξpx1q for x1 ‰ x.
Our bound on the Green’s function also depends on a family of pseudo-metrics on MΛ
that further control the distance between oscillator states in Fock space. Motivated by Prop.
1.2 define the following metric:
(1.34) rΛpm, ξq :“
ÿ
xPΛ
a
|mpxq ´ ξpxq|.
This metric will appear in the Combes-Thomas bound, Thm. 2.7 below, but is stronger than
the pseudo-metric that appears in our localization bound. For k ě 0, let MpkqΛ denote the
set of oscillator configurations with total excitation number NΛpmq “ k, i.e.,
(1.35) M
pkq
Λ :“ tm PMΛ | NΛpmq “ ku .
Thus, M
pkq
Λ consists of those oscillator states that are “on-shell” for the k-th band. For each
k, we let R
pkq
Λ denote the pseudo-metric onMΛ obtained from rΛ by collapsing the elements
of M
pkq
Λ to a point:
(1.36) R
pkq
Λ pm, ξq “ min
!
rΛpm, ξq, rΛpm,MpkqΛ q ` rΛpξ,MpkqΛ q
)
,
where rΛpm,MpkqΛ q “ min
!
rΛpm, ξq
ˇˇˇ
ξ PMpkqΛ
)
. Note that R
pkq
Λ pm, ξq “ 0 if both m, ξ P
M
pkq
Λ . Furthermore, for any band k
(1.37) rΛpm, ξq ě RpkqΛ pm, ξq ě
a
NΛpmq ´NΛpξq.
It follows, for each k, that ΥΛpx,m; y, ξq ` RpkqΛ pm, ξq is a metric on EΛ.2 Our main
technical result is that for small enough γ the Green’s function GΛpx,m; y, ξ;E ` iǫq for
energies E in the k-th band Ik is exponentially small in ΥΛpx,m; y, ξq ` RpkqΛ pm, ξq. We
restrict the imaginary part of the energy, ǫ, to be less than one, and introduce the notation
(1.38) Sk “ tE ` iǫ | E P Ik and |ǫ| ă 1u .
1That is ΥΛ is non-negative, vanishes on the diagonal, is symmetric and satisfies the triangle inequality.
However, ΥΛ may vanish for |x,m〉 ‰ |y, ξ〉.
2Since it is a sum of two pseudo-metrics, ΥΛ ` R
pkq is itself a pseudo-metric. Furthermore, if
ΥΛpx,m; y, ξq`R
pkq
Λ
pm, ξq vanishes, then ΥΛpx,m; y, ξq “ 0 andNΛpmq “ NΛpξq. From ΥΛpx,m; y, ξq “ 0
we conclude that x “ y and mpx1q “ ξpx1q for x ‰ x1. Since NΛpmq “ NΛpξq, we must have mpxq “ ξpxq,
and thus m ” ξ.
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Theorem 1.4. Suppose that V` ă ω and fix s ă 1 and µ ą 0. For each k “ 0, 1, . . . there
is γk ą 0, depending on k, µ, s, V`, ω, β, and D, such that if γ ă γk, then there is A ă 8 so
that for z P Sk,
(1.39) E p|GΛpx,m; y, ξ; zq|sq ď Ae´µpΥΛpx,m;y,ξq`R
pkq
Λ
pm,ξqq
for any Λ Ă Zd and any |x,m〉, |y, ξ〉 P EΛ.
Taking γ ă rγk :“ min0ďjďk γj , we obtain localization throughout S0 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y Sk. To state
a bound that is uniform over all bands, we use the lower bound eq. (1.37) for R
pkq
Λ . Thus
Corollary 1.5. Suppose that V` ă ω and fix s ă 1 and µ ą 0. For each k “ 0, 1, . . . there
is rγk ą 0 such that if γ ă rγk then there is C ă 8 so that for E ď ωk ` V` ` 4Dγ,
(1.40) E p|GΛpx,m; y, ξ;E ` iǫq|sq ď Ce´µ
´
ΥΛpx,m;y,ξq`
ˇˇˇ?
NΛpmq´
?
NΛpξq
ˇˇˇ¯
for any Λ Ă Zd and |x,my, |y, ξy P EΛ.
1.3. Dynamical Localization. Adapting methods developed for continuum [2] and multi-
particle [4] Schro¨dinger operators, we may use decay of the Green’s function to control the
dynamical behavior of solutions to the time dependent Schro¨dinger equation. Because Cor.
1.5 gives localization only in a region at the bottom of the spectrum, we will only prove
dynamical localization for initial states that are localized in energy. For each k, let
(1.41) Jk “ tλ | 0 ď λ ď ωk ` V` ` 4Dγu
and let B1pJkq denote the set of all complex Borel measurable functions supported on Jk
and point-wise bounded by one:
(1.42) B1pJkq “ tf : RÑ C | f is Borel measurable,
|fpλq| ď 1 and fpλq “ 0 for λ ě ωk ` V` ` 4Dγu .
Then we have the following
Theorem 1.6. Suppose that V` ă ω and fix µ ą 0 and ǫ ą 0. For each k “ 0, 1, . . . there isrγk such that if γ ă rγk then there is Ck so that
(1.43) E
˜
sup
fPB1pJkq
|〈x,m| fpHΛq |y, ξ〉|
¸
ď Ck
1`NΛpξq 12´ǫ
e´µ}x´y}
for any Λ Ă Zd and |x,my, |y, ξy P EΛ.
Remark 1.7. Since the left hand side is symmetric with respect to |x,m〉Ø |y, ξ〉, it follows
from eq. (1.43) that
(1.44) E
˜
sup
fPB1pJkq
|〈x,m| fpHΛq |y, ξ〉|
¸
ď Ck
1`NΛpmq 14´ ǫ2NΛpξq 14´ ǫ2
e´µ}x´y}
Fixing E ą 0 and applying eq. (1.43) to the family of functions
(1.45) ftpλq “ e´itλIrλ ă Es
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results in the following bound
(1.46) E
ˆ
sup
tPR
ˇˇ
〈x,m| e´itHΛPr0,EqpHΛq |y, ξ〉
ˇˇ˙ ď Ce´µ}x´y},
provided E ă ωpk ` 1q and γ ă rγk. Theorem 1.1 follows immediately.
The proof of Thm. 1.6 is based on estimates for eigenfunction correlators associated to
HΛ for finite Λ Ă Zd. Given finite Λ, the operator HΛ has compact resolvent, and thus pure
point spectrum —indeed, the restriction of HΛ to Jk is finite dimensional. Following [4], we
define the eigenfunction correlator on Jk as follows
(1.47) QΛpx,m; y, ξ;Jkq “
ÿ
EPσpHΛqXJk
ˇˇ
〈x,m|PtEupHΛq |y, ξ〉
ˇˇ
,
where PtEupHΛq denotes the spectral projection onto the eigenspace for HΛ corresponding
to eigenvalue E. Note that for any bounded, Borel measurable function f : R Ñ C that
vanishes on Jck, we have
(1.48) |〈x,m| fpHΛq |y, ξ〉| ď
„
sup
EPJk
|fpEq|

QΛpx,m; y, ξ;Jkq.
The correlator QΛ is defined only for finite Λ; however bounds on QΛ that are uniform
in Λ can be used to control matrix elements of fpHΩq for infinite Ω. Theorem 4.1 of [4],
adapted to the present context, gives a result of this type.
Theorem 1.8. Let Ω Ă Zd and suppose that for some increasing sequence Λn, n “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
of finite domains converging to Ω the following bound holds
(1.49) E pQΛnpx,m; y, ξ;Jkqq ď Ae´Kpx,m;y,ξq.
Then
(1.50) E
˜
sup
fPB1pJkq
|〈x,m| fpHΩq |y, ξ〉|
¸
ď Ae´Kpx,m;y,ξq.
Proof. Essentially this boils down to three facts:
(1) As nÑ8, HΛn converges to HΩ in the strong resolvent sense.
(2) Given vectors φ, ψ in a Hilbert space and a self-adjoint operator H , let µφ,ψ;H de-
note the spectral measure for H associated to φ and ψ; i.e.,
ş
R
fpEqµφ,ψ;HpdEq “
xφ, fpHqψy . Then for any interval I Ă R, we have supfPB1pIq xφ, fpHqψy “ |µφ,ψ|pIq,
where |µφ,ψ| denotes the total variation of µφ,ψ.
(3) If a sequence Hn of self-adjoint operators converges to a limitH in the strong resolvent
sense, then for any fixed pair φ, ψ, the sequence of spectral measures µφ,ψ;Hn converges
to µφ,ψ;H in the weak-‹ topology.
For further details, see the proof of Theorem 4.1 in [4]. 
Bounds on the correlator QΛ in terms of the Green’s function are provided by the following
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Theorem 1.9. For each s ă 1 there is Cs, depending on s and the distribution ρ of the
random potentials but not on the volume Λ or the band index k, such that
(1.51) E pQΛpx,m; y, ξ;Jkqq
ď Cs
„
k _ 1
NΛpξq _ 1
1´ s
2´s
« ÿ
λPEΛ
ż
Jk
E p|GΛpx,λ; y, ξ;Eq|sq dE
ff 1
2´s
.
In Appendix D we explain how to adapt the proof of Theorem 4.5 in [4] to obtain this result.
The sum over λ on the right hand side of eq. (1.51) is a consequence of an argument in the
proof based on averaging over the potential vx at site x. Note that HΛ “ rH ` vxPx whererH is independent of vx and Px is the projection onto the closed linear span of t|x,λ〉uλPEΛ .
Thus this sum amounts to a sum over a basis of states affected directly by the potential vx.
At first sight, the emergence of the sum on the right hand side of eq. (1.51) might seem to
be a technical issue. However, there is a physical reason behind it. Without the hopping
γ∆Λ, any two states |x,λ1〉 and |x,λ2〉 with NΛpλ1q “ NΛpλ2q are exactly resonant. Thus
the right hand side of eq. (1.51) includes a sum over states nearly resonant to |x,m〉, to
which we cannot rule out tunneling.
In [16] we study resonant tunneling of this type in a simplified model. In that paper, we
study two copies of the Anderson model on Zd, with identical disorder, coupled by a single
hopping term connecting the origins of the two copies of Zd. The Hamiltonian is a random
operator H on the graph Γ “ Zd ˆ t0, 1u with graph metric
(1.52) dΓpx, i; y, jq “
#
}x´ y} if i “ j, and
1` }x} ` }y} if i ‰ j.
The operator H is of the form ´γ∆ ` V where ∆ is the nearest neighbor graph Laplacian
on Γ and V “ řx vx ´ři“0,1 |x, i〉 〈x, i|¯. In [16], we show that, for small enough γ,
(1) the fractional moments of the matrix elements of the resolvent of H decay exponen-
tially with respect to the graph metric,
(1.53) E
ˆˇˇˇˇ
〈x, i| 1
H ´ z |y, j〉
ˇˇˇˇs˙
ď Ae´µdΓpx,i;y,jq;
(2) the matrix elements of the Schro¨dinger evolution are bounded as follows
(1.54) E
ˆ
sup
tPR
ˇˇ
〈x, i| e´itH |y, j〉ˇˇ˙ ď Ce´µ}x´y};
(3) but eq. (1.54) cannot be improved to give decay in the metric dΓ, because for any
given realization of the randomness there is a sequence of vectors φk localized around
points xk Ñ8 such that for each k there is a time tk at which
(1.55)
ˇˇ
〈φ, 0| e´itkH |φ, 1〉ˇˇ ą 1´ e´ǫ|xk|.
That is, at time tk there is nearly perfect tunneling from the state |φk, 1〉 to the state |φk, 0〉,
despite the fact that both states are localized far from the bond at the origin connecting the
two copies of Zd.
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Our control on the spectrum and dynamics of the random Holstein hamiltonians considered
here is not precise enough to carry out an analysis as in [16]. However, the results of that
paper strongly suggest that we cannot expect to do better here.
Putting together Cor. 1.5 and Thms.1.8 and 1.9 we obtain the following
Lemma 1.10. Suppose that V` ă ω and fix µ ą 0 and ǫ ą 0. For each k “ 0, 1, . . . there isrγk such that if γ ă rγk then there is Ck ă 8 so that
(1.56) E
˜
sup
fPB1pJkq
|〈x,m| fpHΛq |y, ξ〉|
¸
ď Ck,ǫ
„
1
NΛpξq _ 1
1´ǫ ÿ
λPEΛ
e
´µ
´
ΥΛpx,λ;y,ξq`
ˇˇˇ?
NΛpλq´
?
NΛpξq
ˇˇˇ¯
for any Λ Ă Zd and |x,my, |y, ξy P EΩ.
We close this section by explaining how Lem. 1.10 implies Thm. 1.6. By Lem. 2.2 below
(1.57)
ÿ
λPEΛ
e
´µ
´
ΥΛpx,λ;y,ξq`
ˇˇˇ?
NΛpλq´
?
NΛpξq
ˇˇˇ¯
ď Cµ,ν
a
NΛpξq _ 1e´ν}x´y}
for any 0 ă ν ă µ. Thus eq. (1.56) implies eq. (1.43) with a modified value of the decay
constant µ. Thus Thm. 1.6 follows from Lem. 1.10.
1.4. A sketch of the proof. The proof of Thm. 1.4 will be accomplished by induction on
the band number k. We refer to the specialization of Thm. 1.4 to the k-th band as:
Theorem L(k). For any µ ą 0 and 0 ă s ă 1 there is γk,µ,s so that if 0 ă γ ă γk,µ,s, then
there is Ak,µ,s ă 8 such that
(1.58) E p|GΛpx,m; y, ξ, zq|sq ď Ak,µ,se´µΥΛpz,m;y,ξq´µR
pkq
Λ
pm,ξq
for any Λ Ă Zd, |x,my, |y, ξy P EΛ, and z P Sk.
The general strategy of the proof is to show that Thms. L(j) for j “ 0, . . . , k´ 1 together
imply Thm. L(k). For each k, the basic tool will be an inequality of the form
(1.59) E p|GΛpx,m; y, ξ, zq|sq ď
ÿ
uRΓ,λ
KΛpx,m; u,λqE
`ˇˇ
GΛzΓpu,λ; y, ξ, zq
ˇˇs˘
,
valid when }x ´ y} is not too small. Here Γ “ Γpx,m; y, ξq is a lattice ball that depends
on the positions x, y and the oscillator configurations m, ξ. When the kernel K satisfiesř
u,λKΛpx,m; u,λq ă 1, this bound may be iterated to obtain decay.
The result for k “ 0 will be established by adapting a similar large disorder argument
for the Anderson model (see [19]). The induction to higher k will be accomplished by an
expansion similar to the k “ 0 case. However, the basic step eq. (1.59) will be used only if
}x ´ y} ą R “ Rm|ξpxq. For }x ´ y} ď R, by restricting the system to a ball of radius R
centered at x, we will obtain a local volume with excitation number less than k on which
the induction hypothesis may be used.
There are three main ingredients in the derivation of the expansion eq. (1.59) and the
proof of Theorem 1.4:
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(1) Geometric resolvent identities, presented in §2.4, which allow to localize the Green’s
function to finite regions.
(2) The a priori finiteness of fractional moments, explained in §2.5.
(3) Combes-Thomas bounds, presented in §2.6, which control decay off the diagonal for
the Green’s function at energies away from the spectrum of Hamiltonian.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. A word regarding constants. Throughout we will use the notation Ca,b,c,... for an un-
specified finite quantity that depends on the indicated parameters a, b, c, . . . but is otherwise
independent of various other parameters relevant to the discussion.
2.2. Conditional expectations. Let ΩΛ denote the probability space ΠxPΛIV with proba-
bility measure Prob “ bxPΛρpvxqdvx. Given ω “ pvxqxPΛ P ΩΛ and Γ Ă Λ, let
(2.1) ωΓ “ pvxqxPΓ
denote the corresponding restriction of the potential to Γ, which is an element of ΩΓ. Given
Γ Ă Λ, let EΓ denote the operation of integrating out the variables pvxqxPΓ. That is EΓ is
conditional expectation E p¨|ΣΓcq onto the space of functions measurable with respect to the
σ-field ΣΓc generated by pvxqxPΓc . Put more simply, given f P L1pΩq,
(2.2) EΓrf s ppvxqxPΓcq “
ż
ΩΓ
f ppvxqxPΛq
ź
xPΓ
ρpvxqdvx P L1pΩΓcq.
2.3. Geometry of Λ and EΛ. Let Γ Ă Λ be a subset of Λ. Given an oscillator state
m PMΛ, let mΓ denote the restriction of m to Γ. That is, mΓ PMΓ and
(2.3) mΓpxq “ mpxq for all x P Γ.
We use the following notation for two sets affiliated to Γ:
(2.4) BΓ :“ tx P Γ | there is y P ΛzΓ so that }x´ y} “ 1u ,
the boundary of Γ, and
(2.5) Γ˝ :“ ΓzBΓ,
the “interior” of Γ.
Given x P Λ and R ě 0, let
(2.6) BR;Λpxq :“ tu P Λ | }u´ x} ď Ru ,
the ball of radius R centered at x. We note that the numbers of sites in the ball and on its
boundary satisfy
(2.7) |BR;Λpxq| ď σDpR _ 1qD and |BBR;Λpxq| ď σDpR _ 1qD´1,
with σD a Λ independent constant.
We make use of two pseudo-metrics on the basis set EΛ, defined above in eq. (1.26). The
first of these, ΥΛ, appeared in Thm. 1.4 and was defined in eq. (1.33).
Proposition 2.1. ΥΛ is a pseudo-metric and ΥΛpx,m; y, ξq “ 0 if and only if x “ y and
mpwq “ ξpwq for w ‰ x.
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Proof. Clearly ΥΛ is non-negative, is symmetric, and vanishes precisely on the claimed set
of arguments. In particular ΥΛ vanishes on the diagonal. To verify the triangle inequality,
consider points |x,m〉, |w,λ〉 and |y, ξ〉 in EΛ. We consider three cases:
(1) ΥΛpx,m; y, ξq “ }x´ y},
(2) ΥΛpx,m; y, ξq “ }x´ u} for some point u such that ξpuq ‰mpuq ą 0, and
(3) ΥΛpx,m; y, ξq “ }v ´ y} for some point v such that mpvq ‰ ξpvq ą 0.
In case 1,
(2.8) ΥΛpx,m; y, ξq ď }x´ w} ` }w ´ y} ď ΥΛpx,m;w,λq `ΥΛpw,λ; y, ξq.
In case 2, if λpuq ‰mpuq, then
(2.9) ΥΛpx,m; y, ξq “ }x´ u} ď ΥΛpx,m;w,λq ď ΥΛpx,m;w,λq `ΥΛpw,λ; y, ξq.
On the other hand, if λpuq “mpuq, then λpuq ą 0 and λpuq ‰ ξpuq so
(2.10) ΥΛpx,m; y, ξq “ }x´u} ď }x´w}` }w´u} ď ΥΛpx,m;w,λq`ΥΛpw,λ; y, ξq.
Case 3, is similar to case 2 with the roles of px,mq and py, ξq interchanged. 
Sums of exponentials of the pseudo-metric ΥΛ are bounded by the following
Lemma 2.2. For any ǫ ą 0 there is Cǫ ă 8 such that if ǫ ă µ, then
(2.11)
ÿ
λPEpkq
Λ
e´µΥΛpx,λ;y,ξq ď Cǫe´pµ´ǫq}x´y}
for any Λ Ă Zd, k “ 0, 1, . . ., x, y P Λ, and ξ P MΛ. Thus, given µ ą 0, 0 ă ǫ ă µ, and
α P R there is Cµ,ǫ,α ă 8 such that
(2.12)
ÿ
λPEΛ
pNΛpλq _ 1qα e´µ
´
ΥΛpx,λ;y,ξq`
ˇˇˇ?
NΛpλq´
?
NΛpξq
ˇˇˇ¯
ď Cµ,ǫ,α pNΛpξq _ 1qα`
1
2 e´pµ´ǫq}x´y}
for any Λ Ă Zd, x, y P Λ, and ξ PMΛ.
Proof. We have
(2.13)
ÿ
λPMpkq
Λ
e´µΥΛpx,λ;y,mq “
8ÿ
R“0
ÿ
λPMpkq
Λ
Rλ|ξpxq“R
e´µΥΛpx,λ;y,mq
ď
}x´y}ÿ
R“0
ÿ
λPMpkq
Λ
Rλ|ξpxq“R
e´µ}x´y} `
ÿ
Rą}x´y}
ÿ
λPMpkq
Λ
Rλ|ξpxq“R
e´µR.
For an oscillator configuration λ P MpkqΛ with Rλ|ξpxq “ R, any point u at which λpuq ‰ 0
and λpuq ‰ ξpuq must satisfy }u ´ x} ď R. Thus the number of such configurations is
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bounded by |BRpxq|k ď σkDpR _ 1qDk. Therefore,
(2.14)
ÿ
λPMpkq
Λ
e´µΥΛpx,λ;y,mq ď σkD
}x´y}ÿ
R“0
pR _ 1qDke´µ}x´y} ` σkD
ÿ
Rą}x´y}
pR _ 1qDke´µR
ď Cǫe´pµ´ǫq}x´y}
with Cǫ ă 8 independent of Λ, k, µ, x, y, and ξ. Thus eq. (2.11) holds.
Turning now to eq. (2.12), we have
(2.15)
ÿ
λPEΛ
pNΛpλq _ 1qα e´µ
´
ΥΛpx,λ;y,ξq`
ˇˇˇ?
NΛpλq´
?
NΛpξq
ˇˇˇ¯
“
8ÿ
k“0
pk _ 1qαe´µ
ˇˇˇ?
k´
?
NΛpξq
ˇˇˇ ÿ
λPMpkq
Λ
e´µΥΛpx,λ;y,ξq
ď Cǫ
8ÿ
k“0
pk _ 1qαe´µ
ˇˇˇ?
k´
?
NΩpξq
ˇˇˇ
e´pµ´ǫq}x´y}
by eq. (2.11). The result follows since
(2.16)
8ÿ
k“0
pk _ 1qαe´µ|
?
k´?n| ď Cα,µn 12`α,
by Lem. B.4 below. 
The second, stronger pseudo-metric, LΛ, appears in the Combes-Thomas bound stated
below. It is defined as follows. For |x,m〉 , |y, ξ〉 P EΛ let
(2.17) Wm,ξ “ tw P Λ | mpwq ‰ ξpwqu
and let
(2.18) LΛpx,m; y, ξq :“ minimal length of a nearest neighbor walk from x to y in Λ,
visiting all sites in Wm,ξ.
Proposition 2.3. LΛ is a pseudo-metric and LΛpx,m; y, ξq “ 0 if and only if x “ y and
mpwq “ ξpwq for w ‰ x. Furthermore,
(2.19) LΛpx,m; y, ξq ě ΥΛpx,m; y, ξq.
Proof. That LΛ ě ΥΛ is clear from the definitions. Symmetry and positivity of LΛ are also
clear, as is the condition for vanishing of LΛ. To see the triangle inequality, note that if W1
is a minimal length walk from x to y visiting all sites in Wm,ξ and W2 is a minimal length
walk from y to z visiting all sites in Wξ,λ then the concatenation W of W1 and W2 is a walk
from x to z which visits every site u such that mpuq ‰ ξpuq or ξpuq ‰ λpuq. Since one of
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these two conditions must hold at a site with mpuq ‰ λpuq, we see that W visits every site
of Wm,λ and thus
(2.20) LΛpx,m; z,λq ď length of W “ length of W1 ` length of W2
“ LΛpx,m; y, ξq ` LΛpy, ξ; z,λq. 
We define a metric on EΛ by
(2.21) dΛpx,m; y, ξq :“ LΛpx,m; y, ξq ` rΛpm, ξq.
Note that this is a metric, since if LΛpx,m; y, ξq “ 0 butm ‰ ξ, then x “ y andmpxq ‰ ξpxq
so rΛpm, ξq ‰ 0. Since ΥΛpx,λ; y, ξq `
ˇˇˇa
NΛpλq ´
?
NΛpξq
ˇˇˇ
ď dΛpx,m; y, ξq, Lem. 2.2
immediately implies the following
Lemma 2.4. For any µ ą 0, α P R and 0 ă ǫ ă µ there is Cǫ,µ,α ă 8 such that
(2.22)
ÿ
λPEΛ
pNΛpλq _ 1qα e´µdΛpx,λ;y,ξq ď Cǫ,µ,α pNΛpξq _ 1qα`
1
2 e´pµ´ǫq}x´y}.
for any Λ Ă Zd, x, y P Λ, and ξ PMΛ.
2.4. Geometric Resolvent Identities. Given S Ă EΛ let PS denote the projection onto
the states in S,
(2.23) PS :“
ÿ
|x,m〉PS
|x,m〉 〈x,m| .
Let
(2.24) HS “ PSHΛPS ,
and
(2.25) GSpx,m; y, ξ; zq :“
#
〈x,m| pHS ´ zq´1 |y, ξ〉 if |x,m〉 P S and |y, ξ〉 P S,
0 otherwise.
Note that the Green’s function GS is defined on all of E
2
Λ, but vanishes off of S
2.
In general we shall be interested in two types of subsets S, those that come from restricting
the particle position and those that come from restricting the number of oscillator excitations:
Restricting the particle position. Given Γ Ă Λ let PΓ denote the projection onto states with
the particle in Γ,
(2.26) PΓ :“ PEΓ
Λ
“
ÿ
xPΓ
mPMΛ
|x,m〉 〈x,m| ,
where
(2.27) EΓΛ “ t|x,m〉 | x P Γ and m PMΛu .
Given disjoint sets Λ1,Λ2 Ă Λ, let
(2.28) HΛ1‘Λ2 :“ HEΛ1
Λ
`H
E
Λ2
Λ
“ PΛ1HΛPΛ1 ` PΛ2HΛPΛ2 ,
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and
(2.29) GΛ1‘Λ2px,m; y, ξ; zq :“ 〈x,m| pHΛ1‘Λ2 ´ zq´1 |y, ξ〉
“ G
E
Λ1
Λ
px,m; y, ξ; zq `G
E
Λ2
Λ
px,m; y, ξ; zq.
Furthermore, we set
(2.30) ∆Λ1‘Λ2 :“ PΛ1∆ΛPΛ2 ` PΛ2∆ΛPΛ1 “ ∆Λ1 ‘∆Λ2 ,
and define the remainder,
(2.31) TΛ1;Λ2 :“ ∆Λ ´∆Λ1‘Λ2.
The second resolvent identity, applied to HΛ1‘Λ2 and HΛ, yields the following geometric
resolvent identities:
(2.32) GΛpx,m; y, ξ; zq “ GΛ1‘Λ2px,m; y, ξ; zq ´ γ 〈x,m|
1
HΛ1‘Λ2´z
TΛ1;Λ2
1
HΛ ´ z |y, ξ〉 ,
(2.33) GΛpx,m; y, ξ; zq “ GΛ1‘Λ2px,m; y, ξ; zq ´ γ 〈x,m|
1
HΛ ´ zTΛ1;Λ2
1
HΛ1‘Λ2´z
|y, ξ〉 .
Restricting oscillator excitations. Recall that M
pkq
Λ denotes the set of all oscillator configu-
rationsm with total excitation NΛpmq “ k —see eq.(1.35). Let E pkqΛ denote the basis states
of HΛ with NΛpmq “ k ,
(2.34) E
pkq
Λ :“
!
|x,m〉 P EΛ
ˇˇˇ
x P Λ;m PMpkqΛ
)
.
The associated projection operators will be denoted as,
(2.35) P
pk;inq
Λ :“ PEpkq
Λ
and P
pk;outq
Λ :“ 1´ P pkqΛ “ PEΛzEpkqΛ .
The kth-band Hilbert space is the range of the kth in-band projection,
(2.36) H
pkq
Λ :“ ranP pk;inqΛ “ span E pkqΛ ;
similarly the perpendicular Hilbert space is the range of the complementary operator,
(2.37) H
pkq;K
Λ :“ ranP pk;outqΛ “ span pEΛzE pkqΛ q.
The kth-band restricted Hamiltonian is the Hamiltonian obtained by isolating the kth band
from the remainder of the system:
(2.38) H
pkq
Λ :“ P pk;inqΛ HΛP pk;inqΛ ` P pk;outqΛ HΛP pk;outqΛ “ HEpkq
Λ
`H
EΛzEpkqΛ
.
The subspaces H
pkq
Λ and H
pkq;K
Λ are invariant under H
pkq
Λ . We denote the restrictions of H
pkq
Λ
to these subspaces by
(2.39) H
pk;inq
Λ :“ HpkqΛ
ˇˇˇ
H
pkq
Λ
“ H
E
pkq
Λ
and H
pk;outq
Λ :“ HpkqΛ
ˇˇˇ
H
pkq;K
Λ
“ H
EΛzEpkqΛ
.
Note that
(2.40) σpHpk;inqΛ q Ă Ik and σpHpk;outqΛ q Ă
ď
j‰k
Ij,
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where Ik denotes the k
th band as defined in eq. (1.29) (see Theorem 2.7 below).
The Green’s functions corresponding to the kth-band restricted Hamiltonian is
(2.41) G
pkq
Λ px,m; y, ξ; zq :“ 〈x,m|
´
H
pkq
Λ ´ z
¯´1
|y, ξ〉
“ Gpk;inqΛ px,m; y, ξ; zq `Gpk;outqΛ px,m; y, ξ; zq,
where we have introduced the Greens functions of HΛ restricted to the k
th band projection
and its complement:
(2.42) G
pk;inq
Λ px,m; y, ξ; zq :“ 〈x,m|
´
H
pk;inq
Λ ´ z
¯´1
|y, ξ〉 “ G
E
pkq
Λ
px,m; y, ξ; zq
and
(2.43) G
pk;outq
Λ px,m; y, ξ; zq :“ 〈x,m|
´
H
pk;outq
Λ ´ z
¯´1
|y, ξ〉 “ G
EΛzEpkqΛ
px,m; y, ξ; zq.
Note that the kth band restricted Hamiltonian is of the form
(2.44) H
pkq
Λ “ γ∆pkqΛ ` ωHph ` VΛ,
with the reduced hopping operator,
(2.45) ∆
pkq
Λ “ P pkqΛ ∆ΛP pkqΛ ` P pkq;KΛ ∆ΛP pkq;KΛ .
The remainder of the Laplacian
(2.46) T
pkq
Λ :“ ∆Λ ´∆pkqΛ “ HΛ ´HpkqΛ
is the hopping operator connecting the kth band with the rest of the system. Analogous to
eqs. (2.32, 2.33) we have,
(2.47) GΛpx,m; y, ξ; zq “ GpkqΛ px,m; y, ξ; zq ´ γ 〈x,m|
1
H
pkq
Λ ´ z
T
pkq
Λ
1
HΛ ´ z |y, ξ〉
and
(2.48) GΛpx,m; y, ξ; zq “ GpkqΛ px,m; y, ξ; zq ´ γ 〈x,m|
1
HΛ ´ zT
pkq
Λ
1
H
pkq
Λ ´ z
|y, ξ〉
A typical application of eq. (2.47) will involve states |x,m〉 R E pkqΛ and |y, ξ〉 P E pkqΛ . In this
case, the first term on the right hand side vanishes (since H
pkq
Λ is invariant under H
pkq
Λ ) and
eq. (2.47) reduces to
(2.49) GΛpx,m; y, ξ; zq “ ´γ 〈x,m| 1
H
pk;outq
Λ ´ z
T
pkq
Λ
1
HΛ ´ z |y, ξ〉 .
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2.5. Fractional moment bound. The proof of Theorem 1.4 relies on two a priori estimates
on the Green’s function. The first of these is the fractional moment bound, generalized
to this context from the adaptation of the Aizenman-Molchanov approach to continuum
Schro¨dinger operators [2]. Although the Green’s function GSpx,m; y, ξ; zq is singular as
Im z Ñ 0, the disorder in the random potential mollifies averages of the Green’s function
raised to a fractional power:
Lemma 2.5. There is κ ă 8 such that for any s ă 1,
(2.50) Etx,yup|GSpx,m; y, ξ; zq|sq ď κ
1´ s
for any S Ă EΛ.
We prove this bound in Appendix A below. One key, if simple, corollary of this result
is the following “all-for-one lemma” which shows that a bound on one fractional moment
bounds all other fractional moments:
Lemma 2.6. If for some 0 ă s0 ă 1 we have the bound
(2.51) E p|GSpx,m; y, ξ, zq|s0q ď Ae´Φpx,m;y,ξq
with A ă 8 and Φ a real valued function on S ˆ S, then for all 0 ă s ă 1 we have
(2.52) E p|GSpx,m; y, ξ, zq|sq ď Ase´αsΦpx,m;y,ξq
with As ă 8 and αs ą 0 continuous functions of s on p0, 1q.
Proof. This follows from Ho¨lder’s inequality. There are two cases:
(1) If s ď s0, then E p|GSpx,m; y, ξ, zq|sq ď E p|GSpx,m; y, ξ, zq|s0q
s
s0 ď A ss0 e´ ss0Φpx,m;y,ξq.
(2) If s0 ă s ă 1, then
(2.53) E p|GSpx,m; y, ξ, zq|sq ď E p|GSpx,m; y, ξ, zq|s0q
r´s
r´s0 E p|GSpx,m; y, ξ, zq|rq
s´s0
r´s0
ď
„
κ
1´ r
 s´s0
r´s0
A
r´s
r´s0 e
´ r´s
r´s0Φpx,m;y,ξq,
for any r P ps, 1q. To obtain an explicit bound we may take r “ s` 1´s
2
. 
2.6. Combes-Thomas bound. The second a prior estimate is a Combes-Thomas type
bound on the Green’s function depending on the distance from z to the spectrum of the
operator.,The general estimate, Thm. C.2, is stated and proved in App. C below. Here we
derive as a corollary of that result the bounds used in the proof of Thm. 1.4.
Recall the definition (2.21) of the metric dΛ on EΛ. For S1,S2 Ă EΛ, we take
(2.54) dΛpS1,S2q “ inf|x,m〉PS1
|y,ξ〉PS2
dΛpx,m; y, ξq.
Then we have the following
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Theorem 2.7. Suppose δ “ ω ´ V` ´ 4Dγ ą 0 and that S Ă EΛ is such that S X E pkqΛ “ H.
Then σpHSq X Ik “ H and there is νk;γ ą 0 such that for S1,S2 Ă S and z “ E ` iǫ with
E P Ik we have
(2.55)
››››PS1 1HS ´ zPS2
›››› ď 2δ e´νk;γdΛpS1,S2q.
Furthermore, the constant of exponential decay νk;γ may be chosen so that for any µ ą 0
there is a constant Cµ ă 8 such that
(2.56) νk;γ ě min
ˆ
µ, Cµ
δ
γ
1
k ` 1
˙
.
Remark 2.8. A key consequence of eq. (2.56) is that, given µ ą 0 there is a constant rCµ
such that
(2.57)
››››PS1 1HS ´ zPS2
›››› ď 2δ e´µdΛpS1,S2q
provided
(2.58) γ ď rCµω ´ V`
k ` 1 .
Indeed, we may take rCµ “ Cµ4DCµ`µ .
Proof. This follows from the remark following Thm. C.2, since E ă pk ` 1qω for E P Ik. 
Corollary 2.9. Suppose δ “ ω ´ V` ´ 4Dγ ą 0 and that S Ă EΛ is such that S X E pkqΛ “ H
and let ν “ νγ,k be as in Thm. 2.7. Then there is Aν ă 8 such that for z “ E ` iǫ with
E P Ik and S1,S2 Ă S we have
(2.59)
ˇˇˇˇ
〈x,m|∆ΛPS1
1
HS ´ z |y, ξ〉
ˇˇˇˇ
ď Aν
δ
Qpx,mqe´νdΛpx,m;y,ξq
and
(2.60)
ˇˇˇˇ
〈x,m|∆ΛPS1
1
HS ´ zPS2∆Λ |y, ξ〉
ˇˇˇˇ
ď Aν
δ
Qpx,mqQpy, ξqe´νdΛpx,m;y,ξq ,
where
(2.61) Qpx,mq :“ 1` pmpxq _ 1q14
ÿ
u„x
pmpuq _ 1q14 .
Proof. The idea is to combine Prop. 1.2 with Thm. 2.7. We will prove only eq. (2.59); the
proof of eq. (2.60) involves an additional application of Prop. 1.2 to bound the sum over
matrix elements of ∆Λ on the right.
By eq. (1.27),
(2.62)
ˇˇˇˇ
〈x,m|∆ΛPS1
1
HS ´ z |y, ξ〉
ˇˇˇˇ
ď
ÿ
u,λPEΛ
ˇˇ
Ku,λx,m
ˇˇ |GSpu,λ; y, ξq|
ď 2D |Gpx,m; y, ξq| `
ÿ
u„x
ÿ
λ
ˇˇ
Ku,λx,m
ˇˇ |GSpu,λ; y, ξq| .
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Inserting the Combes-Thomas bound for the Green’s functions on the right hand side yields,
(2.63)
ˇˇˇˇ
〈x,m|∆ΛPS1
1
HS ´ z |y, ξ〉
ˇˇˇˇ
ď 4D
δ
e´νdΛpx,m;y,ξq
˜
1` 1
2D
ÿ
u„x
ÿ
λ
ˇˇ
Ku,λx,m
ˇˇ
e´νdΛpx,m;u,λq
¸
.
The hopping term Ku,λx,m enforces equality between m and λ everywhere expect at x and u.
Thus by Prop. 1.2
(2.64)
ÿ
λ
ˇˇ
Ku,λx,m
ˇˇ
eνdΛpx,m;u,λq
ď eν
ÿ
λ1
e
ν
ˇˇˇ?
mpxq´?λ1
ˇˇˇ
|〈mpxq|Dpβq |λ1〉|
ÿ
λ2
e
ν
ˇˇˇ?
mpuq´?λ2
ˇˇˇ
|〈mpuq|Dpβq |λ2〉|
ď eνC2ν,β pmpxq _ 1q
1
4 pmpuq _ 1q 14 ,
with Cν,β ă 8. Eq. (2.59) follows. 
3. The lowest band
In this section we prove the k “ 0 case of Thm. 1.4:
Theorem L(0). For any µ ą 0 and 0 ă s ă 1 there is γ0,µ,s so that if γ ă γ0,µ,s, then there
is A0,µ,s ă 8 such that
(3.1) E p|GΛpx,m; y, ξ, zq|sq ď A0,µ,se´µΥΛpz,m;y,ξq´µrΛpm,ξq
for any Λ Ă Zd, |x,my, |y, ξy P EΛ, and z P S0.
This will be accomplished in two steps. First, we consider “in-band correlations” between
states without oscillator excitations:
Lemma 3.1 (In-Band). For any µ ą 0 and s ă 1 there is γ0,µ,s ą 0 such that if γ ă γ0,µ,s,
then
(3.2) E p|GΛpx, 0; y, 0; zq|sq ď κ
1´ se
´µ}x´y}
for any Λ Ă Zd, x, y P Λ and z P S0.
Second, we use the Combes-Thomas bound Cor. 2.9 to extend the in-band estimate to “out-
of-band correlations” between states with arbitrary oscillator excitations and thereby prove
Thm. L(0).
3.1. In band correlations. In this section we prove Lem. 3.1, following the large disor-
der argument for random Schro¨dinger operators described in [19] (see also [5, Chapter 6]).
Throughout the proof, the energy z will be fixed, and thus we drop this argument from the
Green’s functions to lighten the notation.
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Note that, eq. (3.2) with x “ y follows from the a priori bound of Lem. 2.5. For x ‰ y,
we apply the geometric resolvent identity (2.33) with Λ1 “ txu to conclude
(3.3) |GΛpx, 0; y, 0q| ď γ
ˇˇˇˇ
〈x, 0| 1
HΛ ´ zTtxu;Λztxu
1
HΛztxu ´ z |y, 0〉
ˇˇˇˇ
ď γ
ÿ
mPMΛ
ˇˇˇˇ
〈x, 0| 1
HΛ ´ z |x,m〉
ˇˇˇˇ ˇˇˇˇ
〈x,m|Ttxu;Λztxu 1
HΛztxu ´ z |y, 0〉
ˇˇˇˇ
.
Raising both sides to the power s ă 1, using the inequality pa` bqs ď as` bs, averaging with
respect to the potential vx, and applying the a priori bound, Lem. 2.5, yields
(3.4) Ex p|GΛpx, 0; y, 0q|sq ď γs κ
1´ s
ÿ
mPMΛ
ˇˇˇˇ
〈x,m|Ttxu;Λztxu 1
HΛztxu ´ z |y, 0〉
ˇˇˇˇs
.
The terms in the sum on the right hand side can be bounded as follows
(3.5)
ˇˇˇˇ
〈x,m|Ttxu;Λztxu 1
HΛztxu ´ z |y, 0〉
ˇˇˇˇs
ď
ˇˇˇˇ
〈x,m|Ttxu;ΛztxuP p0;inq 1
HΛztxu ´ z |y, 0〉
ˇˇˇˇs
`
ˇˇˇˇ
〈x,m|Ttxu;ΛztxuP p0;outq 1
HΛztxu ´ z |y, 0〉
ˇˇˇˇs
,
where P p0;inq is the “in-band” projection onto states with zero oscillator excitation and P p0;outq
is the complementary projection. The “in-band” term is bounded by
(3.6)
ˇˇˇˇ
〈x,m|Ttxu;ΛztxuP p0;inq 1
HΛztxu ´ z |y, 0〉
ˇˇˇˇs
ď
ÿ
x1„x
ˇˇˇ
Kx
1,0
x,m
ˇˇˇs ˇˇ
GΛztxupx1, 0; y, 0q
ˇˇs
,
since Ttxu;Λztxu involves hopping only to the neighbors of x. The hopping term Kx
1,0
x,m forces
m to vanish except at x and x1. Thus
(3.7)
ÿ
m
ˇˇˇˇ
〈x,m|Ttxu;ΛztxuP p0;inq 1
HΛztxu ´ z |y, 0〉
ˇˇˇˇs
ď
ÿ
x1„x
8ÿ
m1“0
8ÿ
m2“0
|〈m1|Dpβq |0〉|s |〈m2|Dpβq |0〉|s
ˇˇ
GΛztxupx1, 0; y, 0q
ˇˇs
ď Cs
ÿ
x1„x
ˇˇ
GΛztxupx1, 0; y, 0q
ˇˇs
,
by Prop. 1.2.
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To bound the out-of-band term in eq. (3.5), we use eq. (2.49) to return to the k “ 0 band:
(3.8)
ˇˇˇˇ
〈x,m|Ttxu;ΛztxuP p0;outq 1
HΛztxu ´ z |y, 0〉
ˇˇˇˇs
ď γs
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ〈x,m|Ttxu;ΛztxuP p0;outq 1Hp0;outq
Λztxu ´ z
T
p0q
Λ P
p0;inq 1
HΛztxu
|y, 0〉
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
s
ď γs
ÿ
x1PΛztxu
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ〈x,m|Ttxu;ΛztxuP p0;outq 1Hp0;outq
Λztxu ´ z
T
p0q
Λ |x1, 0〉
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
s ˇˇ
GΛztxupx1, 0; y, 0q
ˇˇs
.
By Cor. 2.9 there is rγ0 so that for γ ă rγ0, we have
(3.9)
ˇˇˇˇ
〈x,m|Ttxu;ΛztxuP p0;outq 1
HΛztxu ´ z |y, 0〉
ˇˇˇˇs
ď Cs,µγsQpx,mqs
ÿ
x1PΛztxu
e´3µdΛpx,m;x
1,0q ˇˇGΛztxupx1, 0; y, 0qˇˇs ,
where Qpx,mq “ 1`řu„x ppmpxq _ 1qpmpuq _ 1qq 14 .
Since Qpx,mq ď CpNΛpmq _ 1q 12 , Lem. 2.4 implies
(3.10)
ÿ
m
Qpx,mqse´3µdΛpx,m;x1,0q ď Cµ,se´2µ}x´x1}.
Thus
(3.11)
ÿ
m
ˇˇˇˇ
〈x,m|Ttxu;ΛztxuP p0;outq 1
HΛztxu ´ z |y, 0〉
ˇˇˇˇs
ď Cs,µγs
ÿ
x1PΛztxu
e´2µ}x´x
1} ˇˇGΛztxupx1, 0; y, 0qˇˇs ,
provided γ ă rγ0. Together with eq. (3.7) this implies, using eqs. (3.5) and (3.4), that
(3.12) Ex p|GΛpx, 0; y, 0q|sq ď
ÿ
x1PΛztxu
Kγ,spx, x1q
ˇˇ
GΛztxupx1, 0; y, 0q
ˇˇs
where
(3.13) Kγ,spx, x1q “ CsγsIrx „ x1s ` Cs,µγ2se´2µ}x´x1}.
Eq. (3.12) may be iterated to prove Lem. 3.1. An efficient way to proceed is to fix a finite
set Λ Ă Zd
(3.14) FΛ “ max
WĂΛ
max
x,yPW
eµ}x´y}E p|GΛpx, 0; y, 0q|sq .
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For x ‰ y,
(3.15) eµ}x´y}E p|GW px, 0; y, 0q|sq ď
ÿ
x1‰x
Kγ,spx, x1qeµ}x´x1}eµ}x1´y}E
`ˇˇ
GW ztxupx1, 0; y, 0q
ˇˇs˘
ď FΛ
ÿ
x1‰x
Kγ,spx, x1qeµ}x´x1}.
If supx
ř
x1 Kγ,spx, x1qeµ}x´x
1} ă 1, since FΛ ă 8 because Λ is finite, eq. (3.15) implies that
the maximum in eq. (3.14) cannot occur for x ‰ y and thus that
(3.16) eµ}x´y}E p|GΛpx, 0; y, 0q|sq ď max
WĂΛ
max
xPW
E p|GΛpx, 0; x, 0q|sq ď κ
1´ s,
by the a priori bound, Lem. 2.5. Since
(3.17) sup
x
ÿ
x1
Kpx, x1qeµ}x´x1} ď Csγs ` Cs,µγ2s,
we see that
(3.18) E p|GΛpx, 0; y, 0q|sq ď κ
1´ se
´µ}x´x1}
provided γ ă rγ0 and
(3.19) Csγ
s ` Cs,µγ2s ă 1.
As the bounds obtained are independent of the finite set Λ, they extend a posteriori to
infinite Λ by strong resolvent convergence. This completes the proof of Lem. 3.1.
3.2. Out of band correlations: the proof of Thm. L(0). In this section we prove Thm.
L(0). The result follows directly from Lem. 3.1 for |x,m〉, |y, ξ〉 P E p0qΛ . If one or both of the
terms |x,m〉, |y, ξ〉 is not in the band E p0qΛ , we will apply a geometric resolvent identity and
the Combes-Thomas bound, Cor. 2.9, to obtain the required estimate.
Let us first assume |x,m〉 “ |x, 0〉 P E p0qΛ and |y, ξ〉 R E p0qΛ . One application of (2.47) yields,
(3.20) |GΛpx, 0; y, ξq|s ď γs
ÿ
w
|GΛpx, 0;w, 0q|s
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ〈w, 0|T p0qΛ 1Hp0qΛ ´ z |y, ξ〉
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
s
By the Combes-Thomas bound, Cor. 2.9, there is αµ ą 0 so that if γ ă αµ, then
(3.21) |GΛpx, 0; y, ξq|s ď Cµ,s
ÿ
w
|GΛpx, 0;w, 0q|se´2µdΛpw,0;y,ξq.
By the in-band lemma, Lem. 3.1,
(3.22) E p|GΛpx, 0; y, ξq|sq ď Cµ,s κ
s
1´ s
ÿ
w
e´µ}x´w}e´2µdΛpw,0;y,ξq.
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Recall that dΛpw, 0; y, ξq “ LΛpw, 0; y, ξq ` rΛp0, ξq, where LΛ ě ΥΛ —see Prop. 2.3. Thus
(3.23) E p|GΛpx, 0; y, ξq|sq ď Cµ,s
ÿ
w
e´µ}x´w}e´2µΥΛpw,0;y,ξqe´2µrΛp0,ξq
ď Cµ,se´µΥΛpx,0;y,ξq´µrΛp0,ξq
ÿ
w
e´µ}w´y}
ď Cµ,se´µΥΛpx,0;y,ξq´µrΛp0,ξq,
where we have applied the triangle inequality for ΥΛ and the bound ΥΛpw, 0; y, ξq ě }w´y}.
If |y, ξ〉 “ |y, 0〉 and |x,m〉 R E p0qΛ , the argument is similar, but involves the geometric
resolvent identity eq. (2.48).
Finally consider bothm, ξ RMp0qΛ . Now an application of eq. (2.47) and eq. (2.48) yields,
(3.24) |GΛpx,m; y, ξq|s ď
ˇˇˇ
G
p0q
Λ px,m; y, ξq
ˇˇˇs
` γ2s
ÿ
w1,w2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ〈x,m| 1Hp0qΛ ´ zT p0qΛ |w1, 0〉
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
s
|GΛpw1, 0;w2, 0q|s
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ〈w2, 0|T p0qΛ 1Hp0qΛ ´ z |y, ξ〉
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
s
.
By Thm. 2.7 and Cor. 2.9, if γ ă αµ then
(3.25) |GΛpx,m; y, ξq|s ď Cµ,se´2µdΛpx,m;y,ξq
` Cµ,s
ÿ
w1,w2
e´2µdΛpx,m;w1,0q |GΛpw1, 0;w2, 0q|s e´2µdΛpw2,0;y,ξq
Arguing as above, we find that
(3.26) E p|GΛpx,m; y, ξq|sq
ď Cν,se´µΥΛpx,m;y,ξq´µrΛpm,0q´µrΛp0,ξq
«
1`
ÿ
w1,w2
e´µ}x´w1}e´µ}y´w2}
ff
.
Using the triangle inequality for rΛ, this implies
(3.27) E p|GΛpx,m; y, ξq|sq ď Cµ,se´µΥΛpx,m;y,ξq´µrΛpm,ξq.
This completes the proof of Thm. L(0).
4. Higher bands
In this section we prove Thm. 1.4. That is we prove for each k “ 0, 1, 2, . . .,
Theorem L(k). For any µ ą 0 and 0 ă s ă 1 there is γk,µ,s so that if γ ă γk,µ,s, then there
is Ak,µ,s ă 8 such that
(4.1) E p|GΛpx,m; y, ξ, zq|sq ď Ak,µ,se´µΥΛpz,m;y,ξq´µR
pkq
Λ
pm,ξq
for any Λ Ă Zd, |x,my, |y, ξy P EΛ, and z P Sk.
We have already established Theorem L(0) in the previous section. The remaining cases
will be established by induction on k. Specifically, for each k, let Condition C(k) refer to
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Condition C(k). Theorem L(j) holds for j “ 0, . . . , k ´ 1.
We prove Thm. 1.4 by deriving the implication “Condition C(k) ñ Theorem L(k)” for each
k “ 1, 2, . . ..
As in the k “ 0 case, there are two steps to the proof. First we will prove an “in band”
lemma:
Lemma 4.1 (In-Band). Let k ě 1 and assume that Condition C(k) holds. Fix µ ą 0 and
s ă 1{2. Then there is γk,µ,s ą 0 so that if γ ă γk,µ,s then there is Ak,µ,s ă 8 such that
(4.2) E p|GΛpx,m; y, ξ; zq|sq ď Ak,µ,se´µΥΛpx,m;y,ξq
for any Λ Ă Zd, |x,m〉 , |y, ξ〉 P E pkqΛ , and z P Sk.
Second, we will prove the general results by applying the Combes-Thomas bound.
The proof of the in-band lemma relies on local decay inequalities, proved by a geometric
decoupling argument, to bound in-band correlations by restricting to regions with excitation
number below k. In §4.1 we present two local decay lemmas and show how they imply Lem.
4.1. In §4.2 we describe the geometric decoupling argument and auxiliary bounds. The local
decay lemmas are proved in §4.3. Finally in §4.4 we complete the proof of Thm. 1.4 by
proving the implication “Condition C(k) ñ Theorem L(k).”
4.1. Local decay and in-band correlations. Given oscillator states m, ξ P MΛ, we
define
(4.3) Γm|ξpxq :“ BR;Λpxq, R “ Rm|ξpxq.
When x, y are distant enough so that }x´ y} ą Rm|ξpxq “ R, the state m has fewer than k
excitations in the interior of Γm|ξpxq, allowing us to prove the following
Lemma 4.2. Let k ě 1 and assume that Condition C(k) holds. Fix µ ą 0 and 0 ă s ă 1.
Then there is a γ7k,µ,s ą 0 and A7k,µ,s ă 8 so that for γ ă γ7k,µ,s we have
(4.4) EΓ p|GΛpx,m; y, ξ; zq|sq ď A7k,µ,sγs
ÿ
|w,λ〉PEpkq
ΛzΓ
e´µ}x´w}
ˇˇ
GΛzΓpw,λ; y, ξΛzΓ; zq
ˇˇs
,
where Γ “ Γm|ξpxq and the bound holds for any Λ Ă Zd, |x,m〉 P E pkqΛ , |y, ξ〉 P EΛ with y an
exterior point y P ΛzΓ, and z P Sk.
On the other hand, for x, y sufficiently close, }x ´ y} ď Rm|ξpxq and the sites x and y
are both contained in Γ “ Γm|ξpxq. Since m and ξ differ outside of Γ˝, the states |x,m〉
and |y, ξ〉 lie in orthogonal invariant subspaces for the Hamiltonian HΓ˝‘ΛzΓ˝, leading to the
following
Lemma 4.3. Let k ě 1 and assume that Condition C(k) holds. Fix µ ą 0 and 0 ă s ă 1{2.
Then there is rγk,µ,s ą 0 and rAk,µ,s ă 8 so that for γ ă rγk,µ,s we have
(4.5) E p|GΛpx,m; y, ξ; zq|sq ď rAk,µ,se´µRm|ξpxq,
for any Λ Ă Zd, |x,m〉 P E pkqΛ , |y, ξ〉 P EΛ, and z P Sk.
With these results we now give the
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Proof of the in-band Lemma, Lem. 4.1. As a preliminary observation, note that it suffices
to prove the result under the additional assumption that Λ is finite, provided the bounds
obtained are uniform in the size of Λ. This is so because the Hamiltonians HΛn with Λn “
r´n, nsD X Λ converge to HΛ in the strong resolvent sense. Second, by symmetry of the
Green’s function it suffices to prove eq. (4.2) with ΥΛ replaced by the non-symmetric function
(4.6) ΥΛpx,m; y, ξq “ max
`}x´ y}, Rm|ξpxq˘ .
Given a finite set Λ Ă Zd, we define
(4.7) FΛpk, µ, sq “ max
WĂΛ
sup
zPSk
max
|y,ξ〉PEpkq
W
max
xPW
ÿ
mPMpkq
W
eµΥW px,m;y,ξqEW p|GW px,m; y, ξ; zq|sq.
Since ΥΛpx,m; y, ξq ď diamΛ for any |x,m〉 , |y, ξ〉 P EΛ, we have the a priori bound
(4.8) FΛpk, µ, sq ď κ
1´ se
µdiamΛ|MpkqΛ | ă 8,
by Lem. 2.5. Note that
ˇˇˇ
M
pkq
Λ
ˇˇˇ
“ |Λ|k ă 8.
To complete the proof, we must show that there is γk,µ,s ă 8 such that for γ ă γk,µ,s we
have
(4.9) FΛpk, µ, sq ď Ck,µ,s,
with a constant independent of Λ. We will obtain this bound by dividing the sum on the
right hand side of eq. (4.7) into two parts, depending on whether ΥW “ }x´ y} or Rm|ξpxq.
Let W Ă Λ, z P Sk, |y, ξ〉 P E pkqW , and x P W . Suppose that ΥW px,m; y, ξq “ }x ´ y} ą
Rm|ξpxq “ R. Let Γ “ Γm|ξpxq. By Lem. 4.2, we have for γ ă γ7k,2µ,s
(4.10) eµΥW px,m,y,ξqE p|GW px,m; y, ξ; zq|sq
ď A7k,2µ,sγs
ÿ
|w,λ〉PEpkq
W zΓ
eµ}x´y}´2µ}x´w}E
`ˇˇ
GW zΓpw,λ; y, ξ; zq
ˇˇs˘
ď A7k,2µ,sγs
ÿ
|w,λ〉PEpkq
W zΓ
e´µ}x´w}eµ}w´y}E
`ˇˇ
GW zΓpw,λ; y, ξ; zq
ˇˇs˘
ď A7k,2µ,sγs
¨˚
˝ ÿ
wPW
}w´x}ąR
e´µ}w´x}‹˛‚FΛpk, µ, sq.
Since the number of oscillator configurations m P MpkqΛ with Rm|ξpxq ď R is bounded by
σkDpR _ 1qDk, we see that
(4.11)
ÿ
wPW, mPMpkq
W
Rm|ξpxqă}x´y}^}w´x}
e´µ}w´x} ď σkD
ÿ
wPZd
p}w} _ 1qDke´µ}w} ă 8.
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Thus
(4.12)
ÿ
mPMpkq
W
Rm|ξpxqă}x´y}
eµΥW px,m,y,ξqE p|GW px,m; y, ξ; zq|sq ď Bk,µ,sγsFΛpk, µ, sq,
with Bk,µ,s ă 8 independent of Λ.
On the other hand, if ΥW px,m; y, ξq “ Rm|ξpxq ě }x ´ y}, then an application of Lem.
4.3 shows that
(4.13) eµΥW px,m;y,ξqE p|GW px,m; y, ξ;E ` iǫq|sq ď rAk,2µ,se´µRm|ξpxq,
provided γ ă rγk,2µ,s. Thus
(4.14)
ÿ
mPMpkq
W
Rm|ξpxqě}x´y}
eµΥW px,m,y,ξqE p|GW px,m; y, ξ; zq|sq
ď rAk,2µ,sσkD 8ÿ
R“}x´y}
pR _ 1qDke´µR
ď rAk,2µ,sσkD 8ÿ
R“0
pR _ 1qDke´µR “: bk,µ,s ă 8,
where we have used again the fact that the number of oscillator configurations m with
Rm|ξpxq ď R is bounded by σkDpR _ 1qDk.
Summing eqs. (4.12) and (4.14) and maximizing over W , |y, ξ〉, x and z, we find that
(4.15) FΛpk, µ, sq ď bk,µ,s `Bk,µ,sγsFΛpk, µ, sq,
provided γ ă γ7k,2µ,s ^ rγk,2µ,s. Thus, if
(4.16) γ ă γk,µ,s :“ min
´
γ
7
k,µ,s, rγk,µ,s, B´ 1sk,µ,s¯ ,
we have
(4.17) FΛpk, µ, sq ď bk,µ,s
1´Bk,µ,sγs ,
independent of Λ. 
4.2. Geometric Decoupling. To prove the local decay lemmas, Lems. 4.2 and 4.3, we
will use a two step geometric resolvent identity to decouple a ball from its complement. A
similar geometric decoupling argument was introduced in the context of random Schro¨dinger
operators in [3]. In this section we adapt the argument of [3] to the present context and
prove auxiliary bounds.
For Γ Ă Λ and x P Γ, we consider the following sum of the Green’s function over boundary
sites of the subset Γ
(4.18) F sΛpx,m; Γ; zq “
ÿ
wPBΓ
ÿ
λPMΛ
λV “mV
|GΓ‘V px,m;w,λ; zq|sWspw,λq,
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with V “ ΛzΓ and
(4.19) Wspw,λq “ pλpwq _ 1q 12´ s4
ÿ
w1„w
pλpw1q _ 1q 12´ s4 .
A double application of the geometric resolvent identities eqs. (2.32), (2.33) and inte-
gration over the random variables corresponding to boundary points, yields the following
‘factorization’ bound of the fractional moment.
Proposition 4.4. For each 0 ă s ă 1 there is Cs ă 8 such that if Γ Ă Λ, V “ ΛzΓ, x P Γ˝
is an interior point of Γ, and y P V , then
(4.20) EBΓ p|GΛpx,m; y, ξ; zq|sq ď Csγ2sF sΛpx,m; Γ˝; zqF sΛpy, ξ;V ; zq.
Proof. By (2.32),
(4.21) GΛpx,m; y, ξ; zq “ ´γ 〈x,m| pHΓ˝‘V ` ´ zq´1TΓ˝;V `pHΛ ´ zq´1 |y, ξ〉 ,
where V ` “ GY BΓ “ ΛzΓ˝. Applying (2.33) to the right hand side yields,
(4.22) GΛpx,m; y, ξ; zq “ γ2 〈x,m| pHΓ˝‘V `´zq´1TΓ˝;V `pHΛ´zq´1TV ;ΓpHΓ‘V ´zq´1 |y, ξ〉 .
Introducing a partition of unity with respect to the basis EΛ on either side of the middle
factor T pH ´ zq´1T we obtain
(4.23) GΛpx,m; y, ξ; zq
“ γ2
ÿ
x1PBΓ˝
m1PMΛ
ÿ
y1PBV
ξ1PMΛ
GΓ˝‘V `px,m; x1,m1, zq 〈x1,m1|TΓ˝;V `pHΛ ´ zq´1TV ;Γ |y1, ξ1〉
ˆGΓ‘V py1, ξ1; y, ξ, zq.
Note that m1puq “mpuq for u R Γ˝ and ξ1puq “ ξpuq for u R V .
The middle factor 〈x1,m1|TΓ˝;V `pHΛ ´ zq´1TV ;Γ |y1, ξ1〉 in each term of the sum on the
right hand side of eq. (4.23) is the only factor that depends on the random variables vu for
u P BΓ. Thus,
(4.24) EBΓ p|GΛpx,m; y, ξ; zq|sq
ď γ2s
ÿ
x1PBΓ˝
m1PMΛ
ÿ
y1PBV
ξ1PMΛ
|GΓ˝‘V `px,m; x1,m1, zq|s |GΓ‘V py1, ξ1; y, ξ, zq|s
ˆ EBΓ
`ˇˇ
〈x1,m1|TΓ˝;V `pHΛ ´ zq´1TV ;Γ |y1, ξ1〉
ˇˇs˘
Furthermore, by Lem. 2.5 and Prop. 1.2,
(4.25) EBΓ
`ˇˇ
〈x1,m1|TΓ˝;V `pHΛ ´ zq´1TV ;Γ |y1, ξ1〉
ˇˇs˘
ď
ÿ
x2„x1
m2PMΛ
ÿ
y2„y1
ξ1PMΛ
ˇˇ
Kx1,m1x2;m2
ˇˇs ˇˇˇ
K
y2;ξ2
y1,ξ1
ˇˇˇs
EBΓ p|GΛpx2,m2; y2, ξ2; zq|sq
ď Cs,β κ
s
1´ sWspx1,m1qWspy1, ξ1q,
which completes the proof. 
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Note that the sum on the right hand side of eq. (4.18) involves all oscillator states λ that
agree with m outside of Γ. In particular, there are contributions from states with total
excitation number “off-shell” for the band nearest to z. However, we expect the bulk of
the contribution to be due to states within the energy band. In the following lemma, we
explicitly control the contribution of states outside the band Ik to F
s
Λ. This lemma does
not rely on the induction hypothesis, Condition C(k); it only requires the Combes-Thomas
bound Cor. 2.9.
Lemma 4.5. Given ν ą 0, 0 ă s ă 1, and k “ 0, 1, . . ., there is rγk,ν,s ą 0 such that if
γ ă rγk,ν,s then
(4.26) F sΛpx,m; Γ; zq ď Cν,k,s
ÿ
uPΓ
ÿ
λPMpkq
Λ
λV “mV
|GΓ‘V px,m; u,λ; zq|s
ÿ
wPBΓ
e´ν}u´w},
where V “ ΛzΓ and z P Sk.
Proof. Note that F sΛpx,m; Γ; zq “ Fin ` Fout where
(4.27) Fin “
ÿ
wPBΓ
λPMpkq
Λ
|GΓ‘V px,m;w,λ; zq|sWspw,λq
ď 2Dpk _ 1q1´ s2
ÿ
wPBΓ
λPMpkq
Λ
|GΓ‘V px,m;w,λ; zq|s ,
and
(4.28) Fout “
ÿ
uPBΓ
λ1RMpkq
Λ
|GΓ‘V px,m;w,λ1; zq|sWspw,λ1q.
To bound Fout, we use the geometric resolvent identity eq. (2.48), which implies
(4.29) |GΓ‘V px,m; u,λ1; zq| ď γ
ˇˇˇ
〈x,m| pHΓ‘V ´ zq´1T pkqΓ pHpk;outqΓ‘V ´ zq´1 |w,λ1〉
ˇˇˇ
for λ1 RMpkqΛ . Introducing a partition of unity and applying Cor. 2.9 we obtain
(4.30) |GΓ‘V px,m;w,λ; zq|
ď Cν,sγ
ÿ
uPΓ
λPMpkq
Λ
, λV “λ1V
|GΓ‘V px,m; u,λ; zq| pk _ 1q 12 e´ νs dΓpu,λ;w,λ1q,
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provided γ ď rγk,ν,s. Here we have used the bound Qpλ, uq ď p2D ` 1q?k _ 1 for λ PMpkqΛ .
Thus
(4.31) Fout ď Ck,ν,s
ÿ
wPBΓ
λ1RMpkq
Λ
pNΛpλ1q _ 1q1´ s2
ÿ
uPΓ
λPMpkq
Λ
|GΓ‘V px,m; u,λ; zq|s e´νdΓpu,λ;w,λ1q
ď Ck,ν,s
ÿ
uPΓ
λPMpkq
Λ
|GΓ‘V px,m; u,λ; zq|s
ÿ
wPBΛ
e´ν}u´w}
by Lem. 2.4. Combining eq. (4.31) and eq. (4.27) completes the proof. 
The final lemma of this section provides a bound, depending on Condition C(k), on the
expectation of F sΛpx,m; Γ; zq.
Lemma 4.6. Assume Condition C(k), let 0 ă s ă 1 and let µ ą 0. Then there is γk,s,µ ą 0
so that for γ ă γk,s,µ and Λ Ă Zd if for some |x,m〉 P E pkqΛ and R ą 0 it holds that
(4.32)
ÿ
uPΓ
mpuq ă k,
where Γ “ BR;Λpxq, then
(4.33) EΓ pF sΛpx,m; Γ; zqq ď Ck,µ,se´µR,
for any z P Sk.
Proof. Fix ν ą µ and suppose that γ ă rγk,ν, with rγk,ν as in Lem. 4.5. Let |x,m〉 P E pkqΛ
satisfy eq. (4.32). Applying the bound eq. (4.26) to F sΛ and then averaging with respect to
EΓ yields
(4.34) EΓ pF sΛpx,m; Γ; zqq ď Cν,k,s
ÿ
uPΓ
ÿ
λPMpkq
Λ
EΓ p|GΓ‘V px,m; u,λ; zq|sq
ÿ
wPBΓ
e´ν}u´w}.
In the invariant subspace containing |x,m〉 and |u,λ〉, HΓ‘V contains no hopping terms
between states with differing oscillator excitations in V . Thus mV “ λV and
(4.35) GΓ‘V px,m; u,λ; zq “ 〈x,mΓ| pHΓ ` ωNV pmq ´ zq´1 |u,λΓ〉
“ GΓpx,mΓ; u,λΓ; z ´ ωjq,
where j “ NV pmq ě 1 by assumption.
Applying condition C(k), we see that there is γ7k,ν,s ď rγk,ν so that for γ ă γ7k,ν,s we have
(4.36) EΓ pF sΛpx,m; Γ; zqq ď Cν,k,s
ÿ
uPΓ
ÿ
λPMpk´jq
Γ
ÿ
wPBΓ
e´2νΥΓpx,mΓ;u,λq´ν}u´w}.
By Lem. 2.2 we see that
(4.37) EΓ pF sΛpx,m; Γ; zqq ď Cν,k,s
ÿ
uPΓ
ÿ
wPBΓ
e´ν}x´u}´ν}u´w}
ď Cν,k,sR2D´1e´νR ď Cµ,ν,k,se´µR. 
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4.3. Proof of the local decay lemmas.
4.3.1. Proof of Lem. 4.2. We consider the R “ 0 and the R ą 0 cases separately. The R “ 0
case does not depend on the inductive hypothesis Condition C(k), but only requires the
Combes Thomas bound via Lemma 4.5. It is covered by the following
Lemma 4.7. Given 0 ă s ă 1, ν ą 0, and k “ 0, 1, . . ., there is rγk,ν,s such that if γ ă rγk,ν,s
then
(4.38) Etxu p|GΛpx,m; y, ξ; zq|sq ď Ck,ν,sγs
ÿ
wPΛztxu
ÿ
λPMpkq
Λ
e´ν}x´w}
ˇˇ
Gtxu‘Λztxupw,λ; y, ξ; zq
ˇˇs
for any Λ Ă Zd, |x,m〉 P E pkqΛ , |y, ξ〉 P EΛ with y ‰ x, and z P Sk.
Proof. The argument runs parallel the beginning of the proof of the k “ 0 in-band lemma,
Lem. 3.1. By eq. (2.33) we have
(4.39) GΛpx,m; y, ξ; zq “ ´γ 〈x,m| pHΛ ´ zq´1Ttxu;ΛztxupHtxu‘Λztxu ´ zq´1 |y, ξ〉 .
Introducing a partition of unity to the left of Ttxu;Λztxu, we obtain
(4.40) GΛpx,m; y, ξ; zq
“ ´γ
ÿ
m1PMΛ
〈x,m| pHΛ ´ zq´1 |x,m1〉 〈x,m1|Ttxu;ΛztxupHtxu;Λztxu ´ zq´1 |y, ξ〉 .
Since the second factor in the sum is independent of vx, it follows from Lem. 2.5 that
(4.41)
Etxu p|GΛpx,m; y, ξ; zq|sq ď κ
1´ sγ
s
ÿ
m1PMΛ
ˇˇ
〈x,m1|Ttxu;ΛztxupHtxu;Λztxu ´ zq´1 |y, ξ〉
ˇˇs
ď Ck,sγsF sΛpy, ξ; Λztxuq.
An application of Lemma 4.5 completes the proof. 
When R ą 0, we apply Prop. 4.4 followed by averaging with EΓ˝ to conclude that
(4.42) EΓ p|Gpx,m; y, ξ; zq|sq ď Csγ2sEΓ pF sΛpx,m; Γ˝; zqqF sΛpy, ξ;V ; zq,
where V “ ΛzΓ. We apply Lem. 4.6 to the first factor and Lem. 4.5 to the second factor,
taking ν ą µ. It follows, for γ sufficiently small, that
(4.43) EΓ p|Gpx,m; y, ξ; zq|sq
ď Cµ,ν,k,sγse´µRm|ξpxq
ÿ
uPV
ÿ
wPBV
e´ν}u´w}
ÿ
λPMpkq
Λ
|GΓ‘V pu,λ, ; y, ξ; zq|s
ď Cµ,ν,k,sγs
ÿ
uPV
e´µ}x´u}
ÿ
λPMpkq
Λ
|GΓ‘V pu,λ, ; y, ξ; zq|s .
This completes the proof of Lem. 4.2.
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4.3.2. Proof of Lem. 4.3. If R “ Rm|ξpxq “ 0, then the result follows from the a-priori
bound, Lem. 2.5. Suppose thatR ą 0 and let Γ “ Γm|ξpxq. Then, we have that
ř
uPΓ˝ |mpuq| “
k ´ k with k ě 1. Furthermore, GΓ˝‘ΛzΓ˝px,m; y, ξ; zq “ 0, since x P Γ˝ and m and ξ differ
on ΛzΓ˝. Thus by eq. (2.32),
(4.44) GΛpx,m; y, ξ; zq “ ´γ 〈x,m| pHΓ˝‘ΛzΓ˝ ´ zq´1TΓ˝‘ΛzΓ˝pHΛ ´ zq´1 |y, ξ〉
As s ă 1{2, we have
(4.45) Ep|GΛpx,m; y, ξ; zq|sq
ď γs
ÿ
y1,ξ1
”
E
´ˇˇ
〈x,m| pHΓ˝‘ΛzΓ˝ ´ zq´1TΓ˝‘ΛzΓ˝ |y1, ξ1〉
ˇˇ2s¯ı 12
ˆ
”
E
´ˇˇ
〈y1, ξ1| pHΛ ´ zq´1 |y, ξ〉
ˇˇ2s¯ı 12
by the Cauchy-Shwarz inequality. We apply the a-priori bound, Lem. 2.5, to the second
factor and then expand to obtain
(4.46) Ep|GΛpx,m; y, ξ; zq|sq
ď
„
κ
1´ 2s
 1
2
γs
ÿ
y1,ξ1
”
E
´ˇˇ
〈x,m| pHΓ˝‘ΛzΓ˝ ´ zq´1TΓ˝‘ΛzΓ˝ |y1, ξ1〉
ˇˇ2s¯ı 12
ď Csγs
ÿ
uPBΓ˝
y1„u
ÿ
λ,ξ1
ˇˇˇ
K
y1;ξ1
u,λ
ˇˇˇs ”
E
´ˇˇ
〈x,m| pHΓ˝‘ΛzΓ˝ ´ zq´1 |u,λ〉
ˇˇ2s¯ı 12
ď Cspk _ 1q1´ s2γs
ÿ
uPBΓ˝
ÿ
λ
”
E
´ˇˇ
〈x,m| pHΓ˝‘ΛzΓ˝ ´ zq´1 |u,λ〉
ˇˇ2s¯ı 12
,
where we have used Prop. 1.2 in the final step. Since x P Γ˝, the terms in the sum on the
right hand side vanish unless λΛzΓ˝ “mΛzΓ˝ . Thus
(4.47)
ÿ
uPBΓ˝
ÿ
λ
”
E
´ˇˇ
〈x,m| pHΓ˝‘ΛzΓ˝ ´ zq´1 |u,λ〉
ˇˇ2s¯ı 12
“
ÿ
uPBΓ˝
ÿ
λPMΓ0
”
E
´ˇˇ
〈x,mΓ˝ | pHΓ ` ωk ´ zq´1 |u,λ〉
ˇˇ2s¯ı 12
,
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where the term ωk accounts for the energy of m in ΛzΓ˝. By the induction hypothesis,
Condition C(k), we see that there is rγk,µ,s so that for γ ă rγk,µ,s we have
(4.48) Ep|GΛpx,m; y, ξ; zq|sq ď Ck,s
ÿ
uPBΓ˝
ÿ
λPMΓ˝
e´3µΥΓ˝ px,mΓ˝ ;u,λq´3µR
pk´kq
Γ˝ pmΓ˝ ,λq
ď Ck,s
ÿ
uPBΓ˝
ÿ
λPMΓ˝
e
´3µΥΓ˝ px,mΓ˝ ;u,λq´3µ
ˇˇˇ?
NΓ˝pλq´
?
k´k
ˇˇˇ
ď Cµ,k,s
ÿ
uPBΓ˝
e´2µ}x´u} ď Cµ,k,se´µR,
where we have used Lem. 2.2. This completes the proof of Lem. 4.3.
4.4. Out of band correlations: the proof of Thm. L(k). First note that it suffices to
prove “Condition C(k) ñ Theorem L(k)” for s ă 1{2. Indeed, the 1{2 ď s ă 1 case of
Theorem L(k) is a consequence of the result for s ă 1{2 by the all-for-one lemma, Lem. 2.6.
If |x,m〉 and |y, ξ〉 are in E pkqΛ the result follows directly from the in-band lemma, Lem.
4.1. If |x,m〉 P E pkqΛ and |y, ξ〉 R E pkqΛ , we see that
(4.49) |GΛpx,m; y, ξ; zq|s ď γs
ÿ
|w,λ〉PEpkq
Λ
|GΛpx,m;w,λ; zq|s
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ〈w,λ|T pkqΛ 1HpkqΛ ´ z |y, ξ〉
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
s
,
by eq. (2.47). By the Combes-Thomas bound, Cor. 2.9, there is αk,µ,s such that if γ ă αk,µ,s
then
(4.50) |GΛpx,m; y, ξ; zq|s ď Ck,µ,s
ÿ
|w,λ〉PEpkq
Λ
|GΛpx,m;w,λ; zq|s e´2µdΛpw,λ;y,ξq
ď Ck,µ,s
ÿ
|w,λ〉PEpkq
Λ
|GΛpx,m;w,λ; zq|s e´2µpΥΛpw,λ;y,ξq`R
pkq
Λ
pλ;ξqq.
Averaging and applying the in-band lemma, Lem. 4.1, we obtain
(4.51) E p|GΛpx,m; y, ξ; zq|sq ď Ck,µ,s
ÿ
|w,λ〉PEpkq
Λ
e´µΥΛpx,m;w,λ;zqe´2µpΥΛpw,λ;y,ξq`R
pkq
Λ
pλ;ξqq
ď Ck,µ,se´µpΥΛpx,m;y,ξ;zq`R
pkq
Λ
pm;ξqq ÿ
|w,λ〉PEpkq
Λ
e´µpΥΛpw,λ;y,ξq`R
pkq
Λ
pλ;ξqq
ď Ck,µ,se´µpΥΛpx,m;y,ξ;zq`R
pkq
Λ
pm;ξqq,
where we have applied Lem. 2.2 in the last step. If |y, ξ〉 P E pkqΛ and |x,m〉 R E pkqΛ , the
argument is similar, but involves the reversed geometric resolvent identity eq. (2.48). If
both |x,m〉 and |y, ξ〉 are in EΛzE pkqΛ a similar argument invoking both eqs. (2.47) and (2.48)
implies the result. This completes the proof of Thm. L(k).
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Appendix A. Fractional moment tools
In this section we prove the a priori bound Lem. 2.5. A preliminary observation is that
the fractional moment bound eq. (2.50) is a consequence of a weak-L1 type estimate. Given
x, y P Λ, let Probtx,yu denote the conditional probability, conditioned on Σtx,yuc —i.e., given
the random variables on ΩΛztx,yu.
Lemma A.1. There is a C ă 8 such that for all z P C
(A.1) Probtx,yu r|GΛpx,m; y, ξ; zq| ą ts ď C
t
Lem. 2.5 follows easily from Lem. A.1. Indeed, assuming eq. (A.1) we have
(A.2) Etx,yu p|GΛpx,m; y, ξ; zq|sq “
ż 8
0
Probtx,yu r|GΛpx,m; y, ξ; zq|s ą ts dt
ď
ż Cs
0
dt ` C
ż 8
Cs
1
t
1
s
dt “ C
s
1´ s.
The weak-L1 bound eq. (A.1) is a consequence of an operator inequality which played a
key role in the extension of the moment method to continuum Schro¨dinger operators [2]:
Lemma A.2. [2, Lemma 3.1] There is a universal constant CW ă 8 such that
(A.3)
ˇˇ 
v P R ˇˇ }B1pH ´ z ´ vq´1B2} ą t(ˇˇ ď CW }B1}HS}B2}HS 1
t
whenever H is a self adjoint operator on a Hilbert space h, z P CzR, and B1, B2 are Hilbert-
Schmidt operators on h.
As explained in [2], the following is an immediate corollary of the above result:
Lemma A.3. [2, Proposition 3.2] With CW as in Lem. A.2,
(A.4)
ˇˇˇ!
pv1, v2q P r0, 1s2
ˇˇˇ
}B1U1{21 pH ` v1U1 ` v2U2 ´ zq´1U1{22 B2} ą t
)ˇˇˇ
ď 2CW }B1}HS}B2}HS 1
t
whenever U1, U2 are nonnegative operators on a Hilbert space h, H is a self adjoint operator
on h, z P CzR, and B1, B2 are Hilbert-Schmidt operators on h.
We now prove Lem. A.1 from these two Lemmas. The key observation is that
(A.5) |GΛpx,m; y, ξ; zq| “
››››Bx,mPSx 1HΛ ´ zPSyBy,m
›››› ,
where Bx,m denotes the rank one —hence, Hilbert-Schmidt—operator Bx,m “ |x,m〉 〈x,m|,
PSx denotes the projection onto the span of Sx “ t|x,λ〉 | λ PMΛu, and similarly for By,ξ
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and PSy . If x ‰ y, Lem. A.3 implies that
(A.6) Probtx,yu r|GΛpx,m; y, ξ; zq| ą ts
ď }ρ}28
ˇˇˇˇ"
pvx, vyq P r0, V`s2
ˇˇˇˇ ››››Bx,mPSx 1HΛ ´ zPSyBy,m
›››› ą t*ˇˇˇˇ
ď 2CW }ρ}28 V 2` }Bx,m} }By,m}
1
t
“ 2CWV 2` }ρ}28
1
t
,
since }Bx,m} “ }By,m} “ 1. If x “ y, a similar argument based directly on Lemma A.2
yields
(A.7) Probtxu r|GΛpx,m; x, ξ; zq| ą ts ď CW }ρ}8 V`
1
t
.
Thus Lemma A.1 holds as claimed
Appendix B. Displacement states
Our goal in this section is to derive bounds on the matrix elements of the displacement
operators Dpβq “ eβb:´β˚b. The key result is the following
Proposition B.1. For any β P C, µ P R and n P N,
(B.1)
ÿ
mPN
e2µpm´nq |〈m|Dpβq |n〉|2 “ epe2µ´1q|β|2Ln
´
´|β|2 `eµ ´ e´µ˘2¯ ,
where Ln is the Laguerre polynomial of order n,
(B.2) Lnpxq “
nÿ
k“0
1
k!
ˆ
n
k
˙
p´xqk.
Proof. Let N “ b:b denote the number operator and let µ P R. Then
(B.3) eµNb:e´µN “ eµb: and eµNbe´µN “ e´µb,
and thus
(B.4) eµNDpβqe´µN “ e´ 12 |β|2eeµβb:e´e´µβ˚b “ e 12pe2µ´1q|β|2Dpeµβqepeµ´e´µqβ˚b.
Therefore
(B.5) eµpm´nq 〈m|Dpβq |n〉 “ e 12pe2µ´1q|β|2 〈m|Dpeµβqepeµ´e´µqβb |n〉 .
Squaring both sides and summing over n we obtain
(B.6)
ÿ
m
e2µpm´nq |〈m|Dpβq |n〉|2 “ epe2µ´1q|β|2
›››epeµ´e´µqβb |n〉›››2 ,
since Dpeµβq is unitary.
Recall that
(B.7) b |k〉 “
#?
k |k ´ 1〉 if k ě 1,
0 if k “ 0.
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Therefore, for any γ P C,
(B.8) eγb |n〉 “
nÿ
k“0
1
k!
d
n!
pn´ kq!γ
k |n´ k〉 ,
and thus
(B.9)
››eγb |n〉››2 “ nÿ
k“0
1
k!
ˆ
n
k
˙
|γ|2k “ Lnp´ |γ|2q .
Corollary B.2. Let β P C and µ P R. Then,
(B.10) lim
nÑ8
ÿ
mPN
e
2µ?
n
pm´nq |〈m|Dpβq |n〉|2 “ I0p4 |β|µq
where I0 denotes the modified Bessel function of the first kind. In particular
(B.11) sup
nPN
ÿ
mPN
e
2µ?
n_1 pm´nq |〈m|Dpβq |n〉|2 ă 8 .
Proof. Replacing µ by µ{?n in eq. (B.1) yields
(B.12)
ÿ
nPN
e
2µ?
n
pm´nq |〈m|Dpβq |n〉|2 “ epe
2µ?
n´1q|β|2Ln
ˆ
´|β|2
´
e
µ?
n ´ e´ µ?n
¯2˙
,
yielding
(B.13) lim
nÑ8
ÿ
nPN
e
2µ?
n
pm´nq |〈m|Dpβq |n〉|2 “ lim
nÑ8
Ln
ˆ
´4|β|
2µ2
n
˙
“ lim
nÑ8
nÿ
k“0
1
pk!q2
npn´ 1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pn´ k ` 1q
nk
`
4|β|2µ2˘k
“
8ÿ
k“0
1
pk!q2
`
4|β|2µ2˘k “ I0p4 |β|µq . 
It is useful to rephrase these bounds in terms of the following metric on N:
(B.14) dpm,nq “ ˇˇ?m´?nˇˇ .
The above estimates imply the following
Theorem B.3. For any µ ą 0,
(B.15) sup
nPN
ÿ
mPN
eµdpm,nq |〈m|Dpβq |n〉|2 ă 8 .
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Proof. Since dpn,mq “ dpm,nq,
(B.16) sup
n
ÿ
m
eµdpm,nq |〈m|Dpβq |n〉|2
ď 1` sup
n
ÿ
măn
eµp
?
n´?mq |〈m|Dpβq |n〉|2 ` sup
n
ÿ
mąn
eµp
?
m´?nq |〈m|Dpβq |n〉|2
ă sup
n
ÿ
m
e
µ?
n
pn´mq |〈m|Dpβq |n〉|2 ` sup
n
ÿ
m
e
µ?
n
pm´nq |〈m|Dpβq |n〉|2 ă 8. 
Since Dpβq is unitary, we have |〈m|Dpβq |n〉| ď 1 and thus
(B.17) sup
nPN
ÿ
mPN
eµdpm,nq |〈m|Dpβq |n〉|p ă 8
for any p ě 2. To bound such sums with p ă 2, we use Ho¨lder’s inequality and the following
Lemma B.4. For any µ ą 0 and α P R,
(B.18)
ÿ
mPN
pm_ 1qαe´µdpm,nq ď Cµ,αpn_ 1q 12`α.
Proof. Let
(B.19) Sαpnq :“
8ÿ
m“0
pm_ 1qαe´µdpm,nq “ e´µ
?
n `
8ÿ
m“1
mαe´µ|
?
m´?n|.
Note that Sαpnq ă 8 for any α and n. Thus it suffices to show that
(B.20) lim sup
nÑ8
n´α´
1
2Sαpnq ă 8.
In particular, we may assume without loss of generality that n ě 1. Fix n ě 1 and let
m “ n` k where k ě ´n. For k ě 0, we have
(B.21) dpn` k, nq “ ?n` k ´?n “ 1
2
ż n`k
n
1?
t
dt ě 1
2
k?
n` k ,
and for ´n ď k ă 0, we have
(B.22) dpn` k, nq “ ?n´
?
n` k ě 1
2
|k|?
n
ě 1
2
|k|a
n` |k| .
Thus for any k ě ´n we have
(B.23) dpn` k, nq ě 1
2
?
2
# |k|?
n
if |k| ď n,?
k if k ą n.
Thus
(B.24) Sαpnq ď
2nÿ
m“0
pm_ 1qαe´ µ2?2n |m´n| `
8ÿ
m“2n`1
mαe
´ µ
2
?
2
?
m´n
ď
nÿ
k“´n
pn ` |k|qαe´ µ2?2n |k| `
8ÿ
k“n`1
kαe
´ µ
2
?
2
?
k
.
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The first term is Opnα` 12 q, while the second Ope´δ?nq for δ ą 0. 
Corollary B.5. For any µ ą 0 and 0 ă p ă 2 there is Cµ,p ă 8 such that
(B.25)
ÿ
mPN
eµdpm,nq |〈m|Dpβq |n〉|p ă Cµ,p pn_ 1q
1
2
´ p
4 .
Proof. By Ho¨lder’s inequality we have
(B.26)
ÿ
m
eµdpm,nq |〈m|Dpβq |n〉|p
ď
˜ÿ
m
e
2
p
pµ`1qdpm,nq |〈m|Dpβq |n〉|2
¸ p
2
˜ÿ
m
e´
2
2´pdpm,nq
¸ 2´p
2
.
The right hand side is bounded as claimed by Theorem B.3 and Lemma B.4. 
Appendix C. Combes-Thomas bound
In this section we prove a Combes-Thomas bound for the disordered Holstein Hamiltonian,
Thm. C.2 below. To begin we derive a version of the Combes-Thomas bound in an abstract
setting.
C.1. An abstract Combes-Thomas bound. Let G be a countable set and d a metric on
G. Our goal in this section is to obtain an estimate of the form
(C.1)
ˇˇˇˇ
〈n| 1
H ´ z |m〉
ˇˇˇˇ
ď Aze´µzdpn,mq
for the matrix elements of the resolvent of a self-adjoint operator H . Throughout we assume
that the set of functions with finite support,
(C.2) F “  φ P ℓ2pGq ˇˇ φpnq “ 0 for n outside a finite set(
is contained in the domain of H . For ψ P F we have the Hψpnq “ řm 〈n|H |m〉ψpmq,
where 〈n|H |m〉 “ xδn, Hδmy is the operator kernel of H . Our key assumption is that this
kernel decays exponentially away from the diagonal in the sense that
(C.3) Mα :“ sup
nPG
˜ÿ
m‰n
|〈n|H |m〉|2 eαdpn,mq
¸ 1
2
ă 8
for some α ą 0.
More generally, we may consider subsets S, T Ă G and the corresponding projections PS ,
PT onto the subspaces spanned by t|n〉 | n P Su and t|n〉 | n P T u respectively. We shall also
obtain estimates of the form
(C.4)
››››PS 1H ´ zPT
›››› ď Aze´µzdpS,T q,
where
(C.5) dpS, T q “ inf
nPS, mPT
dpn,mq.
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An estimate of the form eq. (C.1) or eq. (C.4) is called a Combes-Thomas bound. Such
estimates are well known to follow from a bound of the form
(C.6) sup
nPG
ÿ
m‰n
|〈n|H |m〉| eαdpn,mq ă 8
(see [5, Theorem 10.5]). If the metric is uniformly exponentially summable, i.e.,
(C.7) sup
m
ÿ
n
e´µdpn,mq ă 8
for some µ ą 0, then eq. (C.6) — and thus eq. (C.1) — follows from eq. (C.3) and the
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Our goal here is to obtain eq. (C.1) from eq. (C.3) under an
assumption weaker that uniform exponential summability.
For each m P G, let
(C.8) Gm “ tn P G | 〈n|H |m〉 ‰ 0u .
In place of uniform exponential summability, we shall require that, for some µ ă α,
(C.9) Fµpmq :“
d ÿ
nPGm
e´µdpn,mq
is finite for every m P G. However, we will not assume Fµ to be uniformly bounded.
In general, eq. (C.3) may not guarantee a unique self-adjoint extension of the operator
H restricted to F . However, the Holstein Hamiltonians considered in this paper are easily
seen to be essentially self-adjoint on F , since the off-diagonal parts of these operators are
bounded. Thus it suffices for our purposes to restrict our attention to operators that are
essentially self-adjoint on F .
Theorem C.1. Let H be a self-adjoint operator on ℓ2pGq with domain D Ą F and suppose
that F is a core for H. Suppose that eq. (C.3) holds for the operator kernel of H for some
α ą 0. If for some µ ă α, Fµ is relatively H bounded —i.e., there are a, b ě 0 such that
(C.10) }Fµψ} ď a }Hψ} ` b }ψ}
for all ψ P F —then for each z P CzσpHq and S, T Ă G
(C.11)
››››PS 1H ´ zPT
›››› ď Az;νe´νdpS,T q
where ν is any number such that
(C.12) 0 ď ν ă α ´ µ
2Mα
min
#
Mα,
1
a
,
1
a
›› H
H´z
››` b ›› 1
H´z
››
+
,
and
(C.13) Az;ν “
›› 1
H´z
››
1´ 2Mαν
α´µ
`
a
›› H
H´z
››` b ›› 1
H´z
››˘ ,
which is finite.
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Proof. Fix T Ă G and L ą 0. Let hL;T pnq “ dpn, T q ^ L. Thus hL;T pnq ď L for all n. We
wish to show that Hν “ eνhL;T He´νhL;T is a small perturbation of H and use this to bound
the matrix elements of the resolvent of H . Initially we define Hν on F . Given ψ P F , we
have e´νhL;T ψ P F Ă D and thus it makes sense to take
(C.14) Hνψ :“ eνhL;THe´νhL;T ψ.
Let
(C.15) δHνψ :“ Hνψ ´Hψ.
If p ą ν, then
(C.16) |〈n| δHν |m〉| “
ˇˇ
eνphL;T pnq´hL;T pmqq ´ 1ˇˇ |〈n|H |m〉|
ď ˇˇeνdpn,mq ´ 1ˇˇ |〈n|H |m〉| ď ˇˇeνdpn,mq ´ 1ˇˇ e´pdpn,mqepdpn,mq |〈n|H |m〉|
ď ν
p
epdpn,mqIrn ‰ ms |〈n|H |m〉| ,
since maxxą0peνx ´ 1qe´px ď ν{p. Taking p “ α´µ{2 we find
(C.17)
}δHνψ}2 “
ÿ
n
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
m
〈n| δHν |m〉ψpmq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2
“
ÿ
n
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
m
〈n| δHν |m〉 e
µ
2
dpn,mqe´
µ
2
dpn,mqψpmq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2
ď 4ν
2
pα´ µq2
«
sup
n
ÿ
m‰n
|〈n|H |m〉|2 eαdpn,mq
ffÿ
n
ÿ
mPGn
e´µdpn,mq |ψpmq|2
“ 4M
2
α
pα´ µq2ν
2 }Fµψ}2 ď 4M
2
α
pα´ µq2ν
2 pa }Hψ} ` b }ψ}q2 .
Now for any ψ P H, ››e´νhL;T ψ›› ď }ψ} . Thus for ψ P F ,
(C.18)
››He´νhL;T ψ›› ď }Hνψ} ď }Hψ} ` }δHνψ} ď Cν p}Hψ} ` }ψ}q
where Cν ă 8 by eq. (C.17). Since F is a core for H it follows by taking limits that
e´νhL;T ψ P D whenever ψ P D. Hence the definitions eqs. (C.14, C.15) and the bound eq.
(C.17) can be extended to ψ P D. Furthermore if
(C.19) ν ă α ´ µ
2Mαa
it follows from eq. (C.17) that δHν “ Hν ´ H is H-bounded with relative bound ă 1 and
thus by [13, Ch 4, Thm. 1.1] that Hν is a closed operator on D.
Since Hν “ eνhL;THe´νhL;T , with e˘νhL;T bounded, we have
(C.20)
1
H ´ z “ e
´νhL;T 1
Hν ´ z e
νhL;T
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for any z in the resolvent set of either H or Hν ; thus σpHq “ σpHνq. Given z in the common
resolvent set, we conclude from eq. (C.17) that
(C.21)
››››δHν 1H ´ z
›››› ď 2Mαα ´ µν
ˆ
a
››››H 1H ´ z
››››` b ›››› 1H ´ z
››››˙ .
Thus the Neumann series
(C.22)
1
Hν ´ z “
8ÿ
n“0
1
H ´ z
„
δHν
1
H ´ z
n
converges provided
(C.23) ν ă α´ µ
2Mα
`
a
›› H
H´z
››` b ›› 1
H´z
››˘ .
For such ν and z we have, since hL;T pmq “ 0 for m P T ,
(C.24)
››››PS 1H ´ zPT
›››› “ ››››e´νhL;T PS 1Hν ´ zPT
›››› ď e´νpdpS,T q^Lq ›››› 1Hν ´ z
››››
ď
›› 1
H´z
››
1´ 2Mα
α´µν
`
a
››H 1
H´z
››` b ›› 1
H´z
››˘e´νpdpS,T q^Lq.
Taking LÑ8 yields the desired result. 
C.2. Combes-Thomas estimates for the Disordered Holstein Hamiltonian. In this
section we apply Thm. C.1 to the operator HSpγq, seen as an operator on ℓ2pSq, where S is
any subset of EΛ with Λ Ă Zd. Recall the definition of the metric dΛ on EΛ —see eq. (2.21).
Theorem C.2. Fix µ ą 0 and let
(C.25) Sµ :“ 2 4
?
2De´2µ
µ3
p1` µq2
1
supn
ř
m |〈n|Dpβq |m〉|2 e4µ|
?
n´?m| .
Then Sµ ą 0 and given Λ Ă ZD, S Ă EΛ, z P CzσpHSpγqq, and S1, S2 Ă S, we have
(C.26)
››››PS1 1HSpγq ´ zPS2
›››› ď Az;νe´νdΛpS1;S2q
where
(C.27) 0 ď ν ă min
$&%µ, Sµωγ , Sµωγ 1´››› HSHS´z›››` 4ω ››› 1HS´z ›››¯
,.- ,
and
(C.28) Az;ν “
››› 1HS´z ›››
1´ ν γ
Sµω
´››› HSHS´z ›››` 4ω ››› 1HS´z›››¯ ,
with HS “ HSpγq.
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Remark C.3. In the applications of this bound in the present work, we take z “ E1 ` iǫ
with |ǫ| ă 1 and distpE, σpHSqq “ ∆ ą 0, in which case we may use the estimates
(C.29)
›››› HSHS ´ z
›››› ď 1` |E|∆ and
›››› 1HS ´ z
›››› ď 1∆ .
Thus the bound (C.26) holds with
(C.30) ν ă min
"
µ, Sµ
ω
γ
∆
∆ ` 2|E| ` 4ω
*
and
(C.31) Az;ν ď 1
∆ ´ ν γ
Sµω
p∆ ` 2|E| ` 4ωq .
Choosing ν ď Sµ
2
ω
γ
∆
∆`2|E|`4ω , we have Az;ν ď 2{∆.
Proof. To begin, note that Sµ ą 0 by Thm. B.3. Furthermore
MαpSq :“
¨˝
sup
|x,m〉PS
ÿ
|y,ξ〉‰|x,m〉PEΛ
|〈x,m|HΛ |y, ξ〉|2 eαdΛpx,m;y,ξq‚˛
1
2
(C.32)
ď γ
¨˚
˝ sup
|x,m〉PEΛ
ÿ
yPΛ, y„x
ξPMΛ
ˇˇ
Ky,ξx,m
ˇˇ2
eαdΛpx,m;y,ξq‹˛‚
1
2
“ γ
¨˚
˚˝ sup
|x,m〉PEΛ
ÿ
yPΛ, y„x
ξx, ξyPN
|〈mpxq|Dp´βq |ξx〉|2 |〈mpyq|Dpβq |ξy〉|2 eα
´
1`
ˇˇˇ?
mpxq´?ξx
ˇˇˇ
`
ˇˇˇ?
mpyq´
?
ξy
ˇˇˇ¯‹˛‹‚
1
2
ď γ
?
2De
α{2 sup
n
ÿ
m
|〈n|Dpβq |m〉|2 eα|
?
n´?m| “ p2Dq 3{4 γ
2
α3
p4` αq2
1
S4α
.
Let µ ą 0 and let
(C.33) Fµpx,m;Sq :“
d ÿ
|y,ξ〉PS
I r〈y, ξ|HSpγq |x,m〉 ‰ 0s e´µdpx,m;y,ξq.
Then
(C.34) Fµpx,m;Sq2 ď
ÿ
y„x
n,mPN
e
´µp
ˇˇˇ?
mpxq`n´
?
mpxq
ˇˇˇ
`
ˇˇˇ?
mpyq`n´
?
mpyq
ˇˇˇ
q
ď
ˆ
µ` 2
µ
˙4a
mpxq _ 1
ÿ
y„x
a
mpyq _ 1,
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by Lem. B.4. Thus for any ψ P PSHΛ we have
}Fµpx,mqψ}2 ď
ˆ
1` 2
µ
˙4
1
2
ÿ
|x,m〉PS
ÿ
y„x
˜ÿ
y„x
1?
2D
mpxq _ 1`
?
2Dmpyq _ 1
¸
|ψpx,mq|2
(C.35)
ď
ˆ
1` 2
µ
˙4 ¨˝?
2D }ψ}2 `
?
2D
2
ÿ
|x,m〉PS
ÿ
yPΛ
mpyq |ψpx,mq|2‚˛
ď
ˆ
µ` 2
µ
˙4?
2D
ˆ
1
2ω
xψ, HSpγqψy ` }ψ}2
˙
ď
ˆ
µ` 2
µ
˙4?
2D
ˆ
t2
4ω2
}HSpγqψ}2 `
ˆ
1` 1
2t2
˙
}ψ}2
˙
,
where t ą 0 is arbitrary. Taking square roots and t “ 1 we find the upper bound
(C.36) }Fµpx,mqψ} ď
ˆ
µ` 2
µ
˙2
4
?
2D
ˆ
1
2ω
}HSpγqψ} ` 2 }ψ}
˙
.
Thus the hypotheses of Thm. C.1 are satisfied with G “ S, H “ HSpγq,
(C.37) a “
ˆ
µ` 2
µ
˙2
4
?
2D
1
2ω
, and b “ 2
ˆ
µ` 2
µ
˙2
4
?
2D.
Taking µ “ α{2 yields the result. 
Appendix D. Dynamical Localization
In this section, we sketch a proof of Thm. 1.9, following closely arguments in ref. [4]. The
core of the argument is an abstract averaging principle which may be formulated as follows.
We fix a separable Hilbert space H and a self-adjoint operator H0 on H with compact
resolvent. Let P be a projection on H and consider the family
(D.1) Hv “ H0 ` vP, v P R.
For each v P R, Hv is a self-adjoint operator with compact resolvent. Thus given φ, ψ P H
and an interval I Ă R it makes sense to define the correlator
(D.2) Qvpφ, ψ; Iq “
ÿ
EPσpHvqXI
|xφ, PEpHvqψy| .
Note that
(D.3) Qvpφ, φq “
ÿ
EPσpHvqXI
xφ, PEpHvqφy “ }PIpHvqφ}2 ,
and
(D.4) |Qvpφ, ψ; Iq| ď Qvpφ, φ; Iq 12Qvpψ, ψ; Iq 12 “ }PIpHqφ} }PIpHqψ} ,
by Cauchy-Schwarz applied to the Hilbert space inner product and the sum over E.
Thm. 1.9 follows from the following abstract averaging bound
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Theorem D.1. For any 0 ă s ă 1, any interval I Ă R, any φ P ranP with }φ} “ 1, any
ψ P H, any m P N, and any v P R,
(D.5)
ż
R
Qu`vpφ, ψ; Iq2´s du|u|s ď }PIpHqψ}
2´2s
Nÿ
n“1
ż
I
ˇˇ@
φn, pHv ´ Eq´1ψ
Dˇˇs
dE,
where tφnuNn“1, N “ dim ranP , is any orthonormal basis for the range of P .
Remark D.2. The value N “ 8 is allowed.
Before sketching the proof of Thm. D.1, let us show how it may be used to prove Thm.
1.9. To begin, note that given positive h : r0, V`s Ñ r0,8q we have
(D.6)
ż V`
0
hpvqρpvqdv “
ż V`
0
ż V`
0
hpv ´ v1 ` v1qρpvqdvρpv1qdv1
ď }ρ}8
V s`
ż V`
0
ˆż 8
´8
hpv ` uq du|u|s
˙
ρpvqdv.
Thus
(D.7) Etxu
`
QΛpx,m; y, ξ;Jkq2´s
˘ “ ż V`
0
QΛpx,m; y, ξ;Jkq2´sρpvxqdvx
ď }ρ}8
V s`
ż V`
0
ˆż 8
´8
QΛ;vx ÞÑv`upx,m; y, ξ;Jkq2´s
du
|u|s
˙
ρpvqdv.
Applying Thm. D.1 yields
(D.8) Etxu
`
QΛpx,m; y, ξ;Jkq2´s
˘
ď }ρ}8
V s`
}PJk |y, ξ〉}2´2s
ÿ
λ
ż V`
0
ż ωk`V``4Dγ
0
ˇˇˇˇ
〈x,λ| 1
HΛ ´ E |y, ξ〉
ˇˇˇˇs
dEρpvxqdvx,
where PJk “ PJkpHΛq is the spectral projection for HΛ onto Jk “ r0, ωk ` V` ` 4Dγs. By
Ho¨lder’s inequality
(D.9) E pQΛpx,m; y, ξ;Jkqq ď E
`
QΛpx,m; y, ξ;Jkq2´s
˘ 1
2´s .
Thus, averaging eq. (D.8), we obtain
(D.10) E pQΛpx,m; y, ξ;Jkqq
ď }PJk |y, ξ〉}1´
s
2´s
«
}ρ}8
V s`
ÿ
λ
ż ωk`V``4Dγ
0
Etxu p|GΛpx,λ; y, ξ;Eq|sq dE
ff 1
2´s
.
Since
(D.11) }PJkpHq |y, ξ〉}2 “ 〈y, ξ|PJkpHq |y, ξ〉
ď p1` ωpk ` 1qq 〈y, ξ| 1
H ` 1 |y, ξ〉 ď
1` ωpk ` 1q
1` ωNΛpξq ď Cω
k _ 1
NΛpξq _ 1 ,
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we find that
(D.12) Etxu
`
QΛpx,m; y, ξ;Jkq2´s
˘
ď C
„
k _ 1
NΛpξq _ 1
1´ s
2´s ÿ
λ
ż ωk`V``4Dγ
0
Etxu p|GΛpx,λ; y, ξ;Eq|sq dE,
which is eq. (1.51). This completes the proof of Thm. 1.9, assuming Thm. D.1.
Thm. D.1 follows from an identity for a family of correlators that interpolate between
Qvpφ, ψ; Iq and Qvpφ, φ; Iq:
(D.13) Qvpφ, ψ; I; sq “
ÿ
EPσpHvqXI
|xφ, PEpHvqφy|1´s |xφ, PEpHvqψy|s .
Since
(D.14) |xφ, PEpHvqψy| ď
a
xφ, PEpHvqφy xψ, PEpHvqψy,
Qvpφ, ψ; I; sq is well defined in the range 0 ď s ď 2 and satisfies
(D.15) Qvpφ, ψ; I; sq ď
ÿ
EPσpHvqXI
|xφ, PEpHvqφy|1´
s
2 |xψ, PEpHvqψy|
s
2
ď Qvpφ, φ; Iq1´ s2Qvpψ, ψ; Iq s2
“ }PIpHqφ}2´s }PIpHqψ}s “ }φ}2´s }ψ}s ,
by Ho¨lder’s inequality. Furthermore, as a function of s, Qvp¨; sq is log-convex. Thus
(D.16) Qvpφ, ψ; I, 1q ď Qvpφ, ψ; I, 2q
1´s
2´sQvpφ, ψ; I, sq 12´s
ď }PIpHqψ}2
1´s
2´s Qvpφ, ψ; I, sq 12´s .
Regarding the correlator Qvpφ, ψ; I, sq we have the following identity, which adapts Lemma
4.4 of [4] to the present context:
Lemma D.3. Let 0 ă s ă 1. Then for all φ P ranP and ψ P H we have
(D.17)
ż
R
Qv`upφ, ψ; I, sq du|u|s
“
ż
I
ÿ
κPσpKvpEqq
xφ, ΠκpEqφy1´s
ˇˇ@
φ, ΠκpEqP pHv ´ Eq´1 ψ
Dˇˇs
dE,
where ΠκpEq is the spectral projection onto the eigenspace for eigenvalue κ for the E-
dependent compact operator
(D.18) KvpEq “ P pHv ´ Eq´1 P,
which acts on the range of P .
For a proof of Lem. D.3, we refer to the proof of Lemma 4.4 of [4]. Although, the result
and proof given in ref. [4] are formulated in the specific context of multi-particle Schro¨dinger
operators, they are easily generalized to the abstract setting given here with only notational
changes.
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To prove Thm. D.1, we put eqs. (D.16) and (D.17) together to obtain
(D.19)
ż
R
Qv`upφ, ψ; Iq2´s du|u|s
ď }PIpHqψ}2´2s
ż
I
ÿ
κPσpKvpEqq
xφ, ΠκpEqφy1´s
ˇˇ@
φ, ΠκpEqP pHv ´ Eq´1 ψ
Dˇˇs
dE.
Introducing the partition of unity P “ řn xφn, ¨yφn on the right hand side and bring the
fractional power inside the sum we obtain
(D.20)
ż
R
Qv`upφ, ψ; Iq2´s du|u|s
ď }PIpHqψ}2´2s
Nÿ
n“1
ż
I
¨˝ ÿ
κPσpKvpEqq
xφ, ΠκpEqφy1´s |xφ, ΠκpEqφny|s‚˛ˇˇ@φn, pHv ´ Eq´1 ψDˇˇs dE.
The factor in parentheses on the right hand side is a correlator for KvpEq, and thus bounded
by }φ}2´s }φn}s. The result follows.
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